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Directions (1-3): Study the following information carefully to answer the given 
question.  
There are Some boxes which are arranged one above another such that one box is placed at 

the bottom and another box is placed just above that box and all are arranged in the same 

order. 

Only two boxes are there in between Orange box and box U and Orange box is above box U.  

There is only one box in between box P and box S. Box S is of Purple color and is placed 

above box R. There are three boxes in between Orange box and Green box. Green box is 

placed below U, which is not of blue colour. Only one box is placed in between box R and 

Orange box. More than four boxes are placed in between box P and Orange box. There are 

as same boxes placed between box S and the box which is of Orange colour as same as 

between The box which is of orange colour and the box which is of green colour. The box 

which is of green colour is placed at the bottom. Not more than two boxes are placed in 

between box V and box S. Box R is placed just above the box of blue colour. Box V is not an 

immediate neighbor of Box S. (IBPS Clerk 2017 Mains) 

1. How many boxes are there in the arrangement? 

(a)Ten 

(b)Eleven 

(c) Fourteen 

(d) Twelve 

(e) None of these 

 

2. How many boxes are there between box R and box U? 

(a)Five 

(b)One 

(c) Four 

(d) Two 

(e) None of these 

 

3. Which box is immediately above Orange box? 

(a) S 

(b)R 

(c) Purple box 

(d)V 

(e) Green box 

 
Directions (4-6): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions 

given below. 

There are five doctors of different types viz., Ophthalmologist, Orthopedic surgeon, 

Psychiatrist, General physician and Dentist in a hospital but not necessarily in same order. 

They attend their patients at different timing in a single day. The duration of their meeting 

with the patient is different. The total duration of the meeting with the patients by all 
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doctors is of 11 hour. There is no gap between the meeting time of all doctors. The duration 

of meeting either full hour or half an hour but not in one third or one fourth. 

The one who is orthopedic surgeon attends their patients from 12:30 to 3pm.The dentist 

attends their patients immediate before or immediate after the Orthopedic surgeon. The 

meeting hour of Dentist with the patients is three hours. The duration of meeting with 

patients of General physician is more than duration of meeting of Psychiatrist with patients 

by 1 hour. General physician attends meeting just after the meeting of Psychiatrist. The 

general Physician does not attend patients at the last. The Ophthalmologist attends their 

patients before the Orthopedic surgeon but not immediate before. The duration of meeting 

of Ophthalmologist is of 1.5 hours. The timing of Psychiatrist meeting is after 6:00 am. 

(IBPS Clerk 2017 Mains) 

 

4. Who among the following attends patients from 3:00-6:00 pm? 

(a) Ophthalmologist 

(b) Psychiatrist 

(c) General physician 

(d) Dentist 

(e) Orthopedic surgeon  

 

5. Who among the following attends patients just after the Ophthalmologist? 

(a) General physician 

(b) Psychiatrist 

(c) Orthopedic surgeon 

(d) Dentist 

(e) None of these 

 

6. What is the duration (in hours) of the Psychiatrist’s meeting with the patients? 

(a) 2.5 hour 

(b) 3 hour 

(c) 3.5 hour 

(d) 1.5 hour 

(e) 2 hour 

 

Directions (7-9): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions 
given below: 
There are nine persons namely A, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q and R live on three different floors from 
one to three. Ground floor is number 1 and top floor is number third but not necessarily in 
the same order. There are three flats on each floor- flat-1, flat-2 and flat-3 from west to east 
such that flat-1 of third floor is exactly above flat-1 of second floor which is exactly above 
flat-1 of first floor and other flats are placed in the same way. 
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A lives in an even numbered flat. P lives just above M in a flat numbered 3. A does not live 

on the same floor on which P lives. O lives just above Q.Q does not live on the same floor on 

which M lives. N lives below M.L lives left to R. (IBPS Clerk 2017 Mains) 

 
7. Who lives in flat-3 of first floor? 
(a) A 
(b) K 
(c) P 
(d) N 
(e) None of these 
 
8. Who among the following lives immediate left to P? 
(a) R 
(b) L 
(c) O 
(d) Q  
(e)None of these 
 
9. How many persons live below M? 
(a)Two 
(b)No one 
(c)One 
(d)either (a) or (c) 
(e)None of these 
 
Directions (10-13): Study the following information carefully and answer the 
questions given below: 
Eight persons namely J, K, L, M, N, O, P and Q are living in an eight-floor building with 
bottommost floor being the first floor while topmost floor being numbered as eighth floor. 
Only one person stays on one floor. All of them belong to the same family and there is only 
two married couple but they have different blood groups i.e. AB+, AB-, O-, B-, A-, A+, O+ and 
B+. Each of them participated and obtained different grade in a competitive exam viz. A, B, 
C, D, E, F, G and H but not necessarily in the same order. The grading is done in alphabetical 
order on the basis of their marks with top scorer obtaining A grade while the lowest scorer 
being given H grade.  
 L’s maternal aunt does not live on eighth or first floor. The person who is the third lowest 

scorer lives on the fifth floor. K is the wife of Q and she has only one child. The person who 

scored sixth highest marks does not have B- blood group. The person whose blood group is 

AB- lives on an even-number floor. The person whose blood group is O- is an unmarried 

brother of Q. O is the sister-in-law of Q. L’s grandmother has only one brother. The person 

whose blood group is AB+ lives on the top floor. The third highest scorer lives between K 

and L’s grandmother. O obtained B grade and M’s husband’s brother-in-law scored the 

highest marks. M is the mother of Q. The person who obtained G grade has O- blood group 

and does not stay on the fifth floor. The person whose blood group is A+ lives on the 

seventh floor. N is the father of J, who is the uncle of L. K’s father-in-law obtained E grade 
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and lives on the sixth floor. The person who obtained D grade has A- blood group and lives 

on the third floor. The person who scored the lowest marks lives on first floor. Q’s child and 

the one whose blood group is B+ live on an even-numbered floor. L’s grandmother 

obtained F grade and L’s uncle is the second lowest scorer. L does not has AB- blood group. 

(IBPS Clerk 2017 Mains) 

 
10. Who amongst the following has AB- blood group? 
(a) N                           
(b) Q                              
(c) J 
(d) M                           
(e) L 
 
11. How is the person whose blood group is A- related to J? 
(a)Brother-in-law                 
(b) Brother                          
(c) Son    
(d) Sister-in-law                       
(e) Father 
 
12. Who lives immediately above the one whose blood group is A-? 
(a) Q                            
(b) O                          
(c) The one who scored the third highest marks    
(d) The one who obtained F grade           
(e) The one whose blood group is AB+.   
 

13. Who amongst the following lives on an even numbered floor below the person whose 

blood group is O+?  

(a) Q                                    

(b) The one whose blood group is A-               

(c) The one who obtained F grade    

(d) The one who obtained C grade        

(e) The one whose blood group is A+ 
 

Directions (14-18): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions 
given below. 
Six Horses i.e. A, B, C, D, E, F are standing in a row facing north at a distance which is a 
successive multiple of 4 in an increasing order from the left. Horse F is second to the right 
of Horse C. The total distance between Horse E and D is 52m. Only one Horse stands in 
between Horse B and Horse E. Horse F and Horse D are Standing next to each other. Horse 
A and Horse F are not standing next to Horse B. Now Horse B starts moving towards north 
direction after moving 10m its takes a right turn and stops at point T after moving 28m. 
Horse A starts moving in east direction and after going 12m it turns right and move 20m 
and then again turn right and move 72m and stops there at point H. Horse C starts moving 
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in south direction and after moving 10m it takes a left turn and moves 20m then it again 
takes a left turn and moves 5m. From there it takes a right turn and moves 24m and stops 
at point V. (SBI Clerk 2018 Mains) 
14. What is the shortest distance between Point V and point H?  
(a) 10m 
(b) 15m 
(c) 5m 
(d) 20m 
(e) None of these 
15. In which direction and at what distance is point H with respect to F’s initial position? 
(a) 20m south 
(b) 20m, North 
(c) 2m, Southeast 
(d) 20m, Northwest 
(e) None of these 
16. If horse D, moves 5m in the south direction and reaches point K then point V is in which 
direction with respect to point K?   
(a) Southeast 
(b) North 
(c) East 
(d) West  
(e) None of these 
17. What is the total distance between Horse E and Horse A?  
(a) 74m 
(b) 80m 
(c) 84m 
(d) 88m 
(e) None of these 
18. In which direction is point T with respect to point H?  
(a) North 
(b) Southwest 
(c) South 
(d) East 
(e) Northwest 
 

Directions (19-22): Study the following information carefully and answer the 
questions. 
Six subjects Hindi, English, chemistry, Mathematics, Physics and Biology are taught at a 
coaching institute. Each subject was given a definite and continuous time slots. (i.e. there is 
no gap between two consecutive subjects). In a day a total 14 hours class was scheduled. A 
subject can start its slot from a whole hour or half hour only( i.e. a subject can start from 4 
pm, 4 : 30 pm but it cannot starts from 4:13 pm, 4:03 pm) Hindi class takes place from 11 
am to 12:30 pm. Only one class took place between Hindi and Mathematics. Time slot of 
Mathematics is twice the time slot of Hindi. Physics classes starts from 5:30 pm. Chemistry 
class took place between Hindi and Physics, but it did not take place immediately after or 
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before Physics. Total slot time of English and Biology class is 4.5 hours. Number of classes 
that took place between Biology and Physics is same as the number of classes between 
chemistry and Biology. Time slot of Chemistry is 1 hour less than the time slot of 
Mathematics. (SBI Clerk 2018 Mains) 
19. How many lectures are scheduled between Hindi and Biology? 
(a) None    
(b) One 
(c) Two    
(d) Three 
(e) More than three 
 
20. Which of the following subject’s time slot is scheduled from 12:30-2:30 pm? 
(a) English 
(b) Chemistry 
(c) Biology 
(d) Math’s 
(e) None of these 
 
21. Which of the following subject is scheduled just after English? 
(a) Hindi 
(b) Chemistry 
(c) Biology 
(d) Math’s 
(e) None of these 
 
22. What is the duration (in hours) of the Physics’ lecture? 
(a) 2.5 hour 
(b) 3 hour 
(c) 3.5 hour 
(d) 1.5 hour 
(e) 2 hour 
 

Directions (23-27): Study the following information carefully and answer the 

questions given below. 

There are eight members i.e. A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are sitting around a square table such 
that four of them likes flowers i.e. Lily, Rose, orchid and Sunflower and four of them likes 
fruits i.e. Mango, Kiwi, Apple, Banana but not necessarily in the same order. Those who 
likes Fruits sits at the corner and those who like flower sits at the middle of the table. Some 
of them face inside and some of them face outside.  
The one who likes Orchid sits third to the right of H. A sit second to the right of the one who 

likes Orchid. A is not the immediate neighbour of H. The one who likes Banana is an 

immediate neighbour of A. The one who likes Banana sits opposite to the one who likes 

Kiwi. H does not like Kiwi. The one who likes Apple sits second to the left of the one who 

likes Kiwi, who is not the immediate neighbour of A. B sits third to the right of the one who 

likes Apple. F likes Lily. Only one person sits between B and the one who likes Sunflower. F 
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faces the one who likes Sunflower. E and G sits opposite to each other. E does not like 

Banana. C sits second to the right of G. C does not face Inside. C and D face same direction as 

G. (SBI Clerk 2018 Mains) 

23. A like which of the following item? 

(a) Mango 

(b) Rose 

(c) Kiwi 

(d) Sunflower 

(e) None of these 

24. Who among the following sits second to the right of C? 

(a) The one who likes Kiwi 

(b) D 

(c) The one who likes Banana 

(d) The one who likes Lily 

(e) Both a and b 

25. Which of the following is not true regarding F? 

(a) F faces the one who likes Sunflower. 

(b) F and G faces opposite direction.  

(c) F sits second to the right of the who likes Orchid. 

(d) F and E are immediate neighbours.  

(e) All are correct 

26. How many persons sit between A and B when counted from the left of A? 

(a) Three 

(b) One  

(c) Two 

(d) Four 

(e) None of these 

27. Who among the following sits third to the left of D? 

(a) H 

(b) C 

(c) G 

(d) B 

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (28-31): Study the following information carefully and answer the 
questions given below. 
Six persons J, K, L, M, N, O are born in six different years 1946, 1958, 1963, 1971, 1994, 
2006. All of them like different colours Red, Black, Orange, Pink, White, Yellow.  
Note- All the calculations of the ages are to be done on the basis of year 2019.  
The sum of the ages of M and the one who likes Black colour is 86. The one who likes Pink 
colour was born in an even numbered year. M does not like red colour. The one who likes 
Pink colour is older than the one who likes Black colour. M does not like Pink colour. K is 
older than the one who like Pink colour. N likes Orange and was born in an odd numbered 
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year. The sum of the ages of J and the one who likes Yellow colour is 81. O is younger than 
the one who likes orange colour. L does not like yellow colour. (IBPS Clerk Mains 2018) 
 

28. Who among the following likes Red colour? 
(a) J 
(b) O 
(c) M 
(d) L 
(e) None of these 
29. How many persons born after O? 
(a) Two 
(b) Four 
(c) None 
(d) One  
(e) Three 
30. Which of the following statement is not correct regarding K? 
(a) K is younger than M 
(b) K likes Yellow 
(c) K is elder to J 
(d) The one who likes White is younger than K 
(e) All are correct 
31. In which of the following year J was born? 
(a) 1994 
(b) 1958 
(c) 1971 
(d) 2006 
(e) 1946 
 

Directions (32-35): Study the following information carefully and answer the 
questions given below. 
Twelve persons are born on three different dates 5, 12, 21 of four different months viz. 
March, May, September and November. Only one person is born on one date of a month. J 
was born on 5 of a month having 30 days. Only three persons were born between J and H. H 
does not born on an even date of a month. As many as persons born after H as born before 
A. Five persons born between A and D. Only two persons born between F and E. C born on 
an even date but immediately after K. Six person born between C and B. E born 
immediately before B. M born on an even date after L but before G. (IBPS Clerk Mains 
2018) 
 
32. How many persons born between C and F? 
(a)Two 
(b) More than three 
(c) Three 
(d) One 
(e) None 
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33. Who among the following is born immediate before G?  
(a)K  
(b)L 
(c) J  
(d) M 
(e) D 
 
34. H born on which of the following day? 
(a) 21 May  
(b) 12 March 
(c) 5 September 
(d) 21 March 
(e) 5 May 
 
35. Which of the following statements is true? 
(a) J and G both were born in same month  
(b) F was born on odd date 
(c) G was born on 5th  
(d) B was born on 21st  
(e) All are true. 

 
Direction (36-39): Study the following information to answer the given questions: 
Twelve persons are sitting around two circular table as one is inscribed in another one. All 
of them are facing towards the center.  
A, B, C, D, E, F six persons are sitting around the inner circular table. 
P, Q, R, S, T, U six persons are sitting around the outer circular table. 
Note- The persons of outer circular table are sitting exactly behind the persons sitting 
around the inner circular table.  
B is sitting second to the right of E. R is an immediate neighbour of the one who is sitting 
behind B. Only one person sits between A and F (either from the left or from the right). A is 
not an immediate neighbour of B. P is sitting behind F. Only two persons sit between R and 
T (either from the left or from the right). U is an immediate neighbour of P. D is an 
immediate neighbour of A. T is not sitting behind D. Q is not an immediate neighbour of R. 
(IBPS Clerk Mains 2018) 
 
36. Who among the following person is sitting third to the left of A? 
(a) F 
(b) E 
(c) D 
(d) B 
(e) None of these 
 
37. How many persons are sitting between S and P in the outer circle? 
(a) One  
(b) More than three 
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(c) Three  
(d) None 
(e) Two 
 
38. Four of the following are alike in a certain way so form a group which of the following 
does not belong to the group? 
(a) A, P 
(b) C, R 
(c) E, T 
(d) B, U 
(e) D, S 
 
39. Who among the following person is sitting immediate right of S? 
(a) P 
(b) T 
(c) U 
(d) R 
(e) Q 
 

Directions (40-44): Read the following information carefully and answer the 
questions given below. (IBPS RRB Clerk Mains 2018) 
Eight persons i.e. C, D, E, J, K, P, R and Q sitting in a two-parallel row such that person sitting 
in row 2 faces north and the person sitting in row 1 faces south. They all are of different 
age. The one who faces K sits third to the right of J. One of the immediate neighbour of K is 
9 years old and faces E. D sits second to the right of R. Q faces south direction. D does not sit 
in the same row with E. One of the immediate neighbour of E faces the one who is 14 years 
old. One of the immediate neighbour of R faces C, who is 7 years old. C does not face the 
immediate neighbour of D. P is 18 years of Age. The one who is 10 years of age sits second 
to the right of  the one who is 23 years of age. K is 1 year older than D, whose age is an even 
number. The immediate neighbour of P faces the one who is 12 years of age and faces south 
direction. 
 
40. Who among the following is 23 years of Age?  
(a) D 
(b) R 
(c) C 
(d) J 
(e) None of these 
41. Who among the following is the immediate neighbour of C? 
(a) E 
(b) J 
(c) P 
(d) R 
(e) None of these 
42. What is the age of D (in years)? 
(a) 9 years 
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(b) 23 years 
(c) 12 years 
(d) 10 years 
(e) None of these 
43. Four of the following five belongs to a group find the one that does not belong to that 
group? 
(a) K  
(b) J 
(c) D 
(d) C 
(e) Q 
44. Who among the following pairs are the immediate neighbour of Q? 
(a) C and J 
(b) D and R 
(c) P and R 
(d) K and P 
(e) None of these 
Directions (45-48): Read the following information carefully and answer the 
questions given below: (RRB Clerk Mains 2018) 
Nine persons i.e. P, Q, R, S, T, X, W, U and V who all born on different dates in three different 
months i.e. January, June and December but not necessarily in the same order. Only three 
persons born in any of the month. One person born between X and R. Both X and R does not 
born in the month having 30 days. Five persons born between P and R. P born on the 30th of 
the month. X born before R. The one who born immediately before R was born on 18th. T 
born on 24th but not in the month X and P born. V born on 25th and immediately after T. 
Only one person born between W and U. The number of persons born between S and V is 
same as the number of persons sits between V and W. R born on the last day of the month. S 
born on 27th but not in the month in which T born. The one who born before W born on 
16th. One of the persons born on 29th in the month of June. There is a difference of 8 days 
between the birthdate of Q and S.  
45. How many persons born after R? 
(a) Two 
(b) Three 
(c) Four 
(d) One  
(e) No One 
46. Who among the following pair of persons born in the same month?  
(a) W and V 
(b) V and P 
(c) Q and U 
(d) W and R 
(e) None of these 
47. Who among the following born immediately after X? 
(a) U 
(b) W  
(c) S 
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(d) Q 
(e) None of these 
48. X born on which of the following day? 
(a) 16th  
(b) 29th  
(c) 20th  
(d) 26th  
(e) None of these 
 

Direction (51-55): Study the following information carefully and answer the 

questions given below: 

There are three rows i.e., row 1, row 2 and row 3 Such that row 2 is in the north of 

row 3 and row 1 is in the north of row 2. There are 6 persons sitting in each row. 

Persons sitting in the row 3 faces north. Persons sitting in the row 1 faces south. 

First 3 persons sitting from west to east in row 2 faces north and last three person 

sitting from west to east in row 2 faces south.   

Note: Last three persons sitting west to east in the row 1 and first three persons 

sitting in the row 3 are facing the persons sitting in the row 2. 

T sits one of the extreme ends of the row 2 and faces to the one who sits immediate 

right of D. D faces the one who sits 2nd to the right of C. V faces the one who sits 2nd 

to the left of C. more than one person sit between H and V. The number of persons 

sit between H and V is same as the number of persons sit between D and X, who 

faces south. W sits immediate right of E, who does not face D, T and V. E does not sit 

any of the extreme ends. More than two persons sit between P and G, who faces Q. S 

is the only immediate neighbour of R. Both R and C are not facing to each other. A 

sits immediate right of F. B, who sits at extreme ends sit to the left of U. K is not an 

immediate neighbour of A.   (IBPS Clerk Mains 2020) 

 

Q51. Which of the following statement is not true?  

I. More than two persons sit between R and T 

II. E sits 3rd to the left of the one who faces C.  

III. E does not sit in the same row with U.  

(a) Only I 
(b) Both II and III 
(c) Only III 
(d) Only II 
(e) Both I and III 
Q52. Who among the following faces to the one who sits 4th to the left of H? 

(a) K 
(b) Q 
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(c) S 
(d) C 
(e) None of these  
Q53. Which of the following pair of persons sit at the extreme ends in the same row?  

(a) T, H 
(b) R, G 
(c) T, R 
(d) B, X 
(e) W, V 
Q54. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way and so form a group. Find 
the one who does not belong to that group? 
(a) D, X 
(b) F, P 
(c) V, H 
(d) S, K 
(e) B, E 
Q55. ___ sits in the row-2 and sits 3rd to the right of the ___ who faces the person ___ 

who sits in the row-1? 

(a) S-K-D 
(b) T-C-B 
(c) R-Q-D 
(d) T-C-F 
(e) None of these 
 

Direction (56-60): Study the following information carefully and answer the 

questions given below: (IBPS Clerk Mains 2020) 

Eight members of three generations of a family are sitting in a circular table. Some of 

them are facing towards center and some are facing outside. There are two married 

couples in a family. Married couples are facing towards center.  

H is not male. D is grand daughter of F. Two persons are sitting between E and 

sister-in-law of A. H sits 3rd to the left of son in law of F. E is grandfather of C who 

sits opposite to his father. G who is unmarried is only son of E. C is son of B. G sits 

immediate right of daughter of B. F faces sister of B. C who doesn’t face towards 

center sits 2nd to the right of brother-in-law of A. F is mother of B who is sister of G. 

 

Q56. Who among the following sits opposite to uncle of C? 

(a) D 
(b) Husband of F 
(c) B 
(d) Brother of A 
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(e) Either (b) or (d) 
 
Q57. How many persons are sitting between A and G when counted from left of G? 
(a) None 
(b) One 
(c) Three 
(d) Two 
(e) More than three 
 
Q58. How is H related to F? 
(a) Sister 
(b) Aunt 
(c) Niece 
(d) Daughter 
(e) None of these 
 
Q59. Which of the following is true regarding H? 
(a) A is brother-in-law of H 
(b) E is parent of H 
(c) H is Aunt of D 
(d) B sits 2nd to the left of H 
(e) All are true 
 
Q60. How many persons are facing towards center? 
(a) Two 
(b) Three 
(c) Four 
(d) Six 
(e) Five 
 

Directions (61-65): Study the following information carefully and answer the 

questions given below-: (IBPS Clerk Mains 2020) 

Seven persons were born in seven different years but in the same month (Note- All 
the calculations of the ages are to be done on the basis of year 2021). Oldest person 
was born in 1984. 
A was born in 1994 and the age difference between A and G is 10 years. D is the 
youngest person and his age is cube of an even number. C is 6 years older than B 
who is 8 years older than G.  Age difference between E and F is 4 years and F’s age is 
multiple of 11.  D is younger than G and age difference between them is more than 1 
years.  
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Q61. What is the age of D? 
(a) 31 years 
(b) 33 years 
(c) 25 years 
(d) 8 years 
(e) None of these 
 
 
 
Q62. F was born in which of the following year? 
(a) 1988 
(b) 2013 
(c) 1990 
(d) 2014 
(e) None of these 
 
Q63. What is the age difference between E and C? 
(a) 2 years 
(b) 6 years 
(c) 8 years 
(d) 10 years 
(e) None of these 
 
Q64. Which of the following statement is true about B? 
(a) B’s age is a prime number 
(b) Age difference between B and A is more than 3 years 
(c) B’s age is perfect square of an odd number 
(d) D is older than B 
(e) None of these 
 
 Q65. How many persons are older than A? 
(a) One 
(b) More than three 
(c) Two 
(d) Three 
(e) None  
 
Direction (66-70): Study the following information carefully and answer the 
given questions. 
Nine students sit in a row some of them face north while some of them face south 

and each of them ranked between 1 to 9 but not necessarily in the same order. Not 
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more than two students face the same direction who are immediate neighbours. F is 

the only neighbour of the one who get 2nd rank. T sits 2nd to the left of M and both 

are facing the same direction. More than four students sit between F and T, who 

does not sit at any of the extreme ends. D sits immediate right of the one who get 

lowest rank among all. E gets 1st rank and sits 2nd to the left of L. H gets 3rd rank and 

sits 4th to the left of the one who gets 8th rank, who sits at one of the extreme ends. 

The students sit at extreme ends face the same direction. G gets 6 rank lower than H 

and is an immediate neighbour of the one who gets 4th rank. D gets odd numbered 

rank. The one who gets 5th rank, sits 4th to the right of the one who gets 7th rank. B 

faces to north. Immediate neighbours of the one who gets 3rd rank face opposite 

direction to each other. T does not rank just below of L. (IBPS Clerk Mains 2020) 

 
Q66. How many students sit to the left of the one who gets 6th rank? 
(a) Three 
(b) Six 
(c) Five 
(d) Four 
(e) Seven 
 
Q67. How many students sit between G and the one who get top ranked among all? 
(a) As many students sit between D and L 
(b) As many students sit to the left of M 
(c) As many students sit to the right of D 
(d) Same as students sit between B and the one who gets 7th rank 
(e) Both (c) and (d) 
 
Q68. What is the position of the one who gets just lower rank than D with respect to 
the one who sits immediate left of G? 
(a) 5th to the right 
(b) 4th to the left 
(c) 3rd to the right 
(d) 4th to the right 
(e) 5th to the left  
 
Q69. Which of the following pair/group of students facing the same direction? 
(a) E, G, L 
(b) H, M, G 
(c) F, D, G 
(d) L, E, M 
(e) None of these 
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Q70. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way and so form a group. Find 
the one who does not belong to that group? 
(a) B 
(b) L 
(c) E 
(d) D 
(e) H 
 
Direction (71-75): Study the following information carefully and answer the 
given questions. 
Nine persons were born in three different months- September, November and 
December on three different dates viz. 5, 11 or 14 and each of them likes different 
colours but not necessarily in the same order.  
More than six persons were born after Q. The number of persons born before Q is 

same as the number of persons were born between Q and the one who likes Green. 

Two persons were born between the ones who like Green Purple. W likes Red and 

was born before the one who likes Green but not just before. The one who likes 

White was born just before S and just after the one who likes Pink. S does not like 

Green. P was born just before the one who likes Peach. B likes Yellow. The number 

of persons were born between B and T is same as the number of persons were born 

between T and D. R was born before D. The number of persons were born between 

R and the one who likes Black is same as the number of persons born between R and 

the one who likes Magenta. X was born after the one who likes Black. (IBPS Clerk 

Mains 2020) 

 
Q71. How many persons were born between the one who likes Pink and the one 
who was born just after P? 
(a) As many persons were born between W and T 
(b) As many persons were born after the one who likes Purple 
(c) As many persons were born between Q and the one who likes Pink 
(d) Both (a) and (c) 
(e) None of these 
 
Q72. Find odd one out? 
(a) 5th September- Q 
(b) 11th November- X 
(c) 14th November - T 
(d) 14th December - P 
(e) 5th December - T 
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Q73. The number of persons were born between R and the one who likes Red is 
same as the number of persons were born between S and the one who likes ___? 
(a) Yellow 
(b) Pink 
(c) White 
(d) Red 
(e) Green 
 
Q74. Which of the following statement is true? 
I. S was born in the month having odd number of days 
II. W was not born before T 
III. P likes Magenta  
(a) Both I and III 
(b) Both II and III 
(c) Only II 
(d) Only III 
(e) Only I 
 
Q75. Which of the following combination is correct? 
(a) B-11th September 
(b) X- Green 
(c) P-14th December 
(d) T- Magenta  
(e) Both (b) and (c) 
 
Direction (76-80): Study the following information carefully and answer the 
given questions. 
Twenty persons sit in a row facing in the north direction. Two persons sit between C 

and L. Three persons sit between L and H. H sits 3rd from one of the extreme ends. 

The number of persons sit to the left of G is same as the number of persons sit to the 

right of the one who sits immediate left of H. Three persons sit between T and L. M 

sits 3rd to the left of T but not sit next to L. Two persons sit between G and M. V is the 

only neighbour of P. Nine persons sit between P and C.  (RBI Assistant Mains 

2020) 

 

Q76. How many persons sit to the right of L? 

(a) Seven 
(b) Eleven 
(c) Nine 
(d) Six 
(e) Eight 
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Q77. How many persons sit between G and the one who sits immediate left of C? 
(a) Five 
(b) More than Six 
(c) None 
(d) Six 
(e) None of these 
 
 
Q78. If X sits exactly in between L and H then, who among the following sits 9th to 
the left of X? 
(a) G 
(b) M 
(c) T 
(d) C 
(e) None of these 
 
Q79. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way and so form a group. Find 
the one who does not belong to that group? 
(a) V 
(b) H 
(c) P  
(d) T 
(e) G 
 
Q80. If P and M interchanged their positions then, who among the following sits 3rd 
to the left of P? 
(a) G  
(b) V 
(c) M 
(d) T 
(e) None of these 
 
Direction (81-85): Study the following information carefully and answer the 
given questions. 
Eight persons sit around a circular table. Five of them are facing outside and rest of 
them are facing inside from the centre. C sits 3rd to the left of B and both are facing 
opposite direction to each other. One person sits between Q and C. D sits 2nd to the 
right of F and both of them are facing in the same direction. B sits immediate left of 
R. Three persons sit between Q and R and both of them are facing opposite direction 
to each other. P neither an immediate neighbour of C nor R. D sits immediate left of 
P. G is not an immediate neighbour of P.  (RBI Ass Mains 2020) 
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Q81. What is the position of F with respect to the one who sits immediate right of B? 
(a) 3rd to the left  
(b) 4th to the right 
(c) 5th to the right 
(d) 3rd to the right 
(e) Both (a) and (c) 
 
 
Q82. Which of the following statement is true? 
I. C does not sit opposite to P 
II. Two persons sit between F and R, when counted to the left of F 
III. B and D are immediate neighbours to each other 
(a) Only I 
(b) Both I and II 
(c) Only II 
(d) Both II and III 
(e) Both I and III 
 
Q83. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way and so form a group. Find 
the one who does not belong to that group? 
(a) G 
(b) F 
(c) D 
(d) R 
(e) P 
 
Q84. ___ sits 3rd to the right of the one who sits immediate left of Q? 
(a) F 
(b) R 
(c) C 
(d) P 
(e) None of these 
 
Q85. The number of persons sit between C and D, when counted to the left of C is 
same as the number of persons sit between B and __ when counted to the right of 
___? 
(a) Q 
(b) F 
(c) D 
(d) P 
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(e) Both (a) and (c) 
 
Direction (86-90): Study the following information carefully and answer the 
given questions. 
Eight persons live in a building of four floors such that ground floor is numbered 1 
and floor above it is 2 and so on up to 4th floor. Each of the floor consist of 2 flats as 
flat-1, which is in west of flat-2. Flat-1 of floor-2 is immediately above flat-1 of floor-
1 and immediately below flat-1 of floor-3 and in the same way flat-2 of each floor 
follow same pattern. P lives on an even numbered floor. S lives just below the P’s 
flat. There is two floors gap between R and S. T lives just above the N’s floor. N lives 
in the north-east of S. Both Q and T lives on the same floor. M lives above the O’s 
floor but not in the same flat numbered. Q does not live in the north of O. (RBI Ass. 
Mains 2020) 
 

Q86. Who among the following lives in south-east of M? 

(a) Q 
(b) S 
(c) P 
(d) T 
(e) None of these 
 

Q87. Who among the following lives in the flat 2 on the 1st floor? 

(a) N 
(b) O 
(c) P  
(d) Q 
(e) None of these 
 
Q88. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way and so form a group. Find 
the one who does not belong to that group? 
(a) R 
(b) M 
(c) S 
(d) N 
(e) P 
 

Q89. R lives on the ___ floor and in the north-east of ___? 

(a) 4th, S 
(b) 3rd, N 
(c) 4th, Q 
(d) 2nd, M 
(e) Both (a) and (c) 
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Q90. Who among the following persons live on the odd numbered floor? 

(a) QTM 
(b) TOQ 
(c) NOS 
(d) RNM 
(e) PQT 
 
Direction (91-93): Study the following information carefully and answer the 
given questions. 
Seven persons are arranged according to their weight in descending order from left 

to right. The weight of S is 1/5th of L. The one who is 4th heaviest is of 35kg. Only two 

persons heavier than W. Q is just heavier to B, who is not the lightest among all. G is 

heavier to M, who is heavier than the 4th lightest person among all. S is lighter to Q, 

who is not 35kg.   (RBI Ass. Mains 2020) 

 

Q91. If M is 45kg heavier to S then what is the possible weight of W? 

(a) 70kg 
(b) 48kg 
(c) 56kg 
(d) 54kg 
(e) None of these 
 

Q92. How many persons are heavier to the one who just lighter to L? 

(a) Five 
(b) Three 
(c) Two 
(d) Four 
(e) More than four 
 

Q93. If Q is 5 kg lighter to L then find the average weight of Q, L and S? 

(a) 24kg 
(b) 26kg 
(c) 28kg 
(d) 21kg 
(e) 19kg 
 
Directions (94-98): Study the following information carefully and answer the 
given questions. 
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There are 30 stairs in a house which use to go 1st floor from ground floor in such 
that the bottommost step is considered as 1 and the immediate above step is 
considered as 2 and so on till the topmost step is considered as 30. There are three 
persons A, B and C are stay at ground floor. Persons from A to C- are stay from west 
to east. They are moving from bottom to top based on certain conditions i.e. If A 
move to step 2 then he doesn’t move on step 1 and step 3(that means A does not 
move its immediate next and immediate back steps) and the same for all. All the 
persons move from the ground floor.  
Conditions:  
I. A moves only on prime numbered step.  
II. B moves an interval at least four steps and  
III. C moves only on the step which is a multiple of 5.  
Note: If A moves on the 1st step it counts as 1st stoppage and if A moves on the 
30th step it counts as last stoppage and same for the all.  
No one stops either on bottommost step or topmost step. C stops only 5 times. C’s 
2nd stoppage is 2 steps above of B’s 2nd stoppage. A’s 3rd stoppage is just below step 
of B’s 2nd stoppage. Both A and B don’t stop on the same step. Both B and C stop on 
the same step only once and at that step the number of steps above B and C is more 
than the number of steps below to the B and C. The number of steps below A’s 1st 
stoppage is one more than the number of steps above the A’s last stoppage. 
Stoppage counts of B and C are equal. A’s 2nd last stoppage is 2 steps below of B’s 2nd 
last stoppage. A stoppage three more than the B’s stoppage. B’s last stoppage is 
above the step which is a multiple of 9.  (SBI Clerk Mains 2020) 
 

Q94. On which of the following steps A and C stop on the same step? 

(a) Step 25 
(b) Step 10 
(c) Step 5 
(d) Step 20 
(e) Step 15 
 

Q95. A’s fourth stoppage on which of the following steps? 

(a) 17 
(b) 11 
(c) 19 
(d) None of these 
(e) 13 
 

Q96. If all the persons face north then, A’s last stoppage is in which direction of B’s 

last stoppage? 

(a) North-east 
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(b) North-west 
(c) South-east 
(d) South-west 
(e) None of these 
 

 

Q97. The number of steps below C’s first stoppage is same as the number of steps 

below A’s ___ stoppage. 

(a) 4th  
(b) 1st  
(c) 2nd  
(d) 3rd  
(e) Can’t be determined 
 

Q98. What is the average number of the stoppage of A, B and C? 

(a) 6 
(b)18 
(c) 12   
(d) 11 
(e) 10 
 

Direction (99-103): Study the following information carefully and answer the 

given questions. 

Six persons are living in a three-story building such as ground floor is numbered as 
1, above it is floor 2 and so on till the topmost floor is numbered as 3. Each of the 
floors has 2 flats in it viz. flat-1 and flat-2. Flat-1 of floor-2 is immediately above flat-
1 of floor-1 and immediately below flat-1 of floor-3 and so on. In the same way flat-2 
of floor-2 is immediately above flat-2 of floor-1 and immediately below flat-2 of 
floor-3 and so on. Flat-1 is in west of flat-2. The persons work in different 
department of the same MNC i.e. IT, Operation, HR, Sales, Marketing and Accounts. 
All the data was not necessarily in the same order.  
B lives in the east of the one who work in Accounts. The person who work in Sales 
lives just above the floor of the one who works in marketing. S lives in flat just above 
of the one who work in operation department but not live on odd numbered floor. S 
does not work in Accounts. C lives in the south west of the one who works in 
marketing.  C is neither work in accounts nor HR. Both D and A live in the same flat 
number. D lives above S. R is one of the persons. .  (SBI Clerk Mains 2020) 
 

Q99. Who among the following lives in the east of the one who work in HR? 

(a) None of these 
(b) The one who lives just above the R’s flat 
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(c) R 
(d) D 
(e) The one who work in Operation 
 
 
 

Q100. Who among the following is working in ____ department and lives in the south 

of A? 

(a) HR 
(b) IT 
(c) Operation 
(d) Accounts 
(e) None of these 
 

Q101. A lives in the flat __ of floor ___? 

(a) 1-2 
(b) 3-1 
(c) 2-3 
(d) 1-3 
(e) 2-2 
 

Q102. B and C working in ___ and ___ respectively? 

(a) Accounts, Marketing 
(b) HR, Operation 
(c) Sales, IT   
(d) None of these 
(e) Operation, Sales 
 
Q103. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way and so form a group. Find 

the one who does not belong to that group? 

(a) D 
(b) The one who works in Sales 
(c) C 
(d) The one who works in Operation 
(e) A 
 
Direction (104-107): Study the following information carefully and answer the 

given questions. 

Seven boxes are placed one above other in a stack. Each of the box are in different 
colours i.e. Green, Black, Blue, Pink, Purple, White and Red. The bottommost box is 
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numbered as 1 and just above the box is numbered as 2 and so on the topmost box 
is numbered as 7. All the data was not necessarily in the same order.  
Box Q is placed at even numbered. The number of boxes placed above the box Q is 
same as the number of boxes placed below the box of Red coloured. Box P is placed 
just above the box which is in Purple coloured. Two boxes placed between the boxes 
of Blue and Purple coloured. Purple coloured box is placed at even numbered 
position. Box T is placed just above the box V, which is in Black coloured. Box T is 
placed above the box Q. Box U is placed above the box which is in Pink coloured but 
not placed just above. Box U is placed below the box R, which is not in Green 
coloured. One box is placed between the boxes of Blue and Green coloured. Box S is 
not in White coloured. At most one box is placed between Box U and the box which 
is of Purple coloured. (SBI Clerk Mains 2020) 
 
Q104. How many boxes are placed above the box of Black coloured? 
(a) One 
(b) Four 
(c) Three 
(d) Five 
(e) None 
 
Q105. How many boxes are placed between box Q and the one which is in Red 
coloured? 
(a) More than four 
(b) Four 
(c) None of these 
(d) Two 
(e) One 
 
Q106. Which of the following is true as per the given information? 
I. Box P is placed 3rd from the topmost position 
II. The number of boxes placed between U and V is same as between S and P 
III. Box Q is placed at the bottommost position 
(a) Only I 
(b) Both II and III 
(c) Only II 
(d) Both I and III 
(e) Only III 
 
Q107. Which of the following box is in Blue coloured? 
(a) Q 
(b) R 
(c) U 
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(d) None of these 
(e) T 
 

Direction (108-112): Study the following information carefully and answer the 
given questions. 
Twelve persons are sitting in a boat containing 6 persons in each of the longer side 
of the boat in such a way that there is an equal distance between adjacent persons. 6 
persons of one longer side of the boat face north and 6 persons of another longer 
side of the boat face south direction. Persons sit at the both side of the boat doesn’t 
face to each other. Seating of the persons are in such a way that one person sits 
behind the other person. At most two persons ahead of B. The number of persons 
north of B is equal to the number of persons south of U on the different sides of the 
boat. Q sits exactly in between A and U. The number of persons south of Q is equal to 
the number of persons north of R on the different sides of the boat. There are as 
many persons ahead of R as same as behind of T on the same side of the boat. Three 
persons sit between U and A. No on sits south of S. One person sits between T and S. 
C sits behind of E and ahead of P. F is ahead of D. S faces the north and another side 
of the boat is right of S. (SBI Clerk Mains 2020) 
 
Q108. How many persons ahead of the one who is just behind of P? 
(a) Five 
(b) Three 
(c) Four 
(d) One 
(e) Two 
 
Q109. How many persons sit between D and F? 
(a) None 
(b) Four 
(c) Three 
(d) Two 
(e) One 
 
Q110. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way and so form a group. Find 
the one who does not belong to that group? 
(a) F 
(b) E 
(c) S 
(d) A 
(e) C 
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Q111. The number of persons sit behind of F is same as the number of persons sit 
ahead of ___? 
(a) P 
(b) R 
(c) T 
(d) E 
(e) A 
 
Q112. If C is related to E, D is related to R in the same way who among the following 
is related to B? 
(a) F 
(b) T 
(c)  S 
(d) U 
(e) None of these 
 
Direction (113-116): Study the following information carefully and answer the 
given questions. 
Seven persons i.e. F, D, B, G, E, A and C who lives on the seven different floors of a 
multi storey building such that ground floor is numbered 1 and above it is 2 and so 
on till the top floor which is numbered 7. They all like different colour. Only three 
persons live between A and the one who likes White colour, who lives on an odd 
number floor. Only one person lives between the one who likes white and the one 
who likes Green colour, who lives immediately below the floor on which F lives. 
Only three persons live between F and the one who likes Yellow colour. The one 
who likes Red colour lives immediately below the one who likes Black colour. D live 
one of the floors below the one who likes Blue colour. Only one person lives 
between E and the one who likes Yellow colour. G lives immediately above C, who 
does not like yellow colour. B lives immediately above the one who likes Pink 
colour, who lives on an even number floor. B does not like Green colour.  (SBI Clerk 
2020) 
Q113. Who among the following likes Blue colour? 
(a) G 
(b) A 
(c) D 
(d) E 
(e) None of these 
 
Q114. How many persons lives below the D’s floor? 
(a) No One  
(b) Two 
(c) Three 
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(d) One  
(e) None of these 
 
Q115. Who among the following lives on the 5th Floor? 
(a) A 
(b) B 
(c) F 
(d) C 
(e) None of these 
 
Q116. Which of the following statement is true regarding E? 
(a) E lives on an odd numbered floor 
(b) E likes Red colour. 
(c) E lives below D. 
(d) Two persons live between G and E. 
(e) None is true 
 

 

Directions (1-3): 

Boxes Colours 

P ----- 

----- ----- 

S Purple 

----- ----- 

R ----- 

V Blue 

----- Orange 

----- ---- 

----- ---- 

U ---- 

----- Green 

 

1. .(b) 

2. (c) 

3. (d) 

 

Directions (4-6) 
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          Doctors          Meeting hour 

   Ophthalmologist     7:00 – 8:30 am 

   Psychiatrist     8:30 – 10:00 am 

   General physician     10:00- 12:30 am 

   Orthopedic surgeon     12:30- 3:00 pm 

   Dentist      3:00- 6:00 pm 

 

4. Ans.(d) 

5. Ans.(b) 

6. Ans.(d) 

 
Directions (7-9): 
 
          FLOOR               FLAT-

1 
            FLAT-2            FLAT-3 

          THIRD              L               R           P 

          SECOND              O                K           M 

          FIRST              Q               A           N 

or 
 
          FLOOR               FLAT-

1 
            FLAT-2            FLAT-3 

          THIRD              L               R           P 

          SECOND              O                A           M 

          FIRST              Q               K           N 

 
7. Ans.(d) 

8. Ans.(a) 

9. Ans.(c) 
 

Direction (10-13): 

Step 1.  

 

Floor Person Blood Grade 
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group 

8 P AB+ A 

7 O A+ B 

6 N AB- E 

5 M O+ F 

4 L B+ C 

3 K A- D 

2 J O- G 

1 Q B- H 

 

Sol.              
 

 

10. Ans.(a) 

11. Ans.(d)  

12. Ans.(c)  

13. Ans.(d)  

 

Directions (14-18): 

Sol. 
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14.Ans(b) 

15.Ans(a) 

16.Ans(d) 

17.Ans(c) 

18.Ans(e) 

 

Direction (19-22):  
Sol.  
Subjects Time slot 

Math 6:30am-9:30am 

English 9:30am-11:00am 

Hindi 11:00am-12:30pm 

Chemistry 12:30pm-2:30pm 

Biology 2:30pm-5:30pm 

Physics 5:30pm-8:30pm 

 
19. Ans. (b) 
20. Ans. (b) 
21. Ans. (a) 
22. Ans. (b) 
 

Directions (23-27): 
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23.Ans(d) 

24.Ans(a) 

25.Ans(c) 

26.Ans(b) 

27.Ans(e) 

 
Direction (28-31): 
  
Years Ages Persons Colour 
1946 73 M White 
1958 61 L Red 
1963 56 K Yellow 
1971 48 N Orange 
1994 25 J Pink 
2006 13 O Black 
 
28. Ans. (d) 
29. Ans. (c) 
30. Ans. (d) 
31. Ans. (a) 
 
Direction (32-35):                           
 
Months↓/Date→ 5th 12th 21st 
March (31) K C H 
May (31) D F L 
September (30) J E B 
November (30) A M G 
 
32. Ans. (a) 
33. Ans. (d) 
34. Ans. (d) 
35. Ans. (d) 
 

Direction (36-39): 
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36. Ans. (d) 
37. Ans. (e) 
38. Ans. (a) 
39. Ans. (e) 

 

Directions (40-44):  

 

 

40.Ans(d) 

41.Ans(a) 

42.Ans(c) 

43.Ans(e) 

44.Ans(b) 

Directions (45-48): 

  Month Person 1 Person 2 Person 3 

January Q (19)   S (27)  P (30) 

June T (25)  V (26) U (29) 
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December X (16) W (18) R (31) 

 

45.Ans(e) 

46.Ans(d) 

47.Ans(b) 

48.Ans(a) 

 

Chapter 2: Direction Sense 

Directions (1-3): Study the following information and answer the questions given 
below: 
There are seven given letters A, Y, E, R, S, P and L which are arranged from left to right with 
facing north direction. There are three letters between the S and E. There is only one letter 
between E and A. R is immediate left of S. Y is immediate left of E. P and L are adjacent to 
each other. L is not adjacent to R. (IBPS Clerk Mains 2017) 
 
1. Who among the following is on extreme end? 
 (a) A, S 
 (b) Y, S 
 (c) A, P 
 (d) A, R 
 (e) E, S 
 
2. Who among the following is immediate right of P? 
 (a) R 
 (b) L 
 (c) E 
 (d) A 
 (e) Y 
 
3. Which letter is adjacent to E? 
 (a) Y, P 
 (b) Y, L 
 (c) A, S 
 (d) S, L 
 (e) R, Y 
 

Directions (4-6): Study the following information and answer the questions given 
below:  
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There are AB axis in such a way that A is in north and B is in south direction. There is XY 
axis in such a way that X is in west direction and Y is in east direction. AB axis and XY axis 
intersect at a point Q in such a way that AQ is 15m, QB is 17m, QX is 12m, QY is 24 m. 
Mehul starts from point X and walks 20m in south direction and then he turns his left and 
walks 32m. Arun starts from point A and walks 20m in east direction. Raju starts from 
point Y and walks 5m in north direction and then he turns his left and walk 4m and again 
he turns his left and walks 22m. (IBPS Clerk Mains 2017) 
 
 
4. Point B is in which direction with respect to Arun’s current position? 
 (a) south 
 (b) south-east 
 (c) south-west 
 (d) west 
 (e) north-west 
 
5.Point Y is in which direction with respect to Mehul’s current position? 
 (a) north 
 (b) east 
 (c) north-east 
 (d) north-west 
 (e) south 
 
6. What is distance between Raju’s current position and Mehul’s current position? 
(a) 3m 
(b) 5m 
(c) 13m 
(d) 22m 
(e)27m 
 
Directions (7-9): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions 
given below. 
A%B (7)- A is 12m in north of B 
A$B (12)- A is 17m in south of B 
A#B (32)- A is 37m in east of B 
A&B (14)- A is 19m in west of B 
M%K (33), J#K (9), G%J (19), H&G (23), N$H (25) 
 
7. K is in which direction with respect to G? 
(a) North 
(b) West 
(c) North-west 
(d) East 
(e) South-west 
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8. If Z is the midpoint of the line formed between H and G, then what is the distance 
between H and Z? 
(a) 12m 
(b) 14m 
(c) 16m 
(d) 17m 
(e) 30m 
 
9. If X is in west of J and lies on the line formed by H and N, then what is the distance 
between X and N? 
(a) 10m 
(b) 24m 
(c) 6m 
(d) 16m 
(e) 14m 
 
Directions (10-13): Study the following information carefully and answer the 
questions given below: (RRB Clerk Mains 2018) 
Arun starts walking in east direction from point A. After walking for 16m he reaches point 
B. From B he takes right turn and walks for 13m to reach point C. Then he takes left turn 
and walks 15m to reach point D. Again, he takes left turn and walks for 20m to reach point 
E and stop.  
Arun’s friend Luv starts from P and walks for 16m in west direction to reach point Q.  
(Note: Point P is North of Point B and also West of Point E.) 
10. What is the shortest distance between Q and A? 
(a) 13m 
(b) 18m 
(c) 9m 
(d) 10m 
(e) 7m 
 
11. Point Q is in which direction with respect to point C ? 
(a) North 
(b) South 
(c) Northwest 
(d) Northeast 
(e) Southwest 
 
12. If F is the mid-point of line ED the F is in which direction with respect to point B? 
(a) East 
(b) Southeast 
(c) Southwest 
(d) Northeast 
(e) West 
 
13 Find the odd one out among the following? 
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(a) BQ 
(b) CA 
(c) DP 
(d) CQ 
(e) EB 
 

Direction (14-16): Study the following information carefully and answer the 
given questions. 
Point Q is 15m west of point P. Point R is exactly between point P and point X. Point 
W is 15 east of point R. Point U is 9m south of point W and in east of point X. Point T 
is in 23m west of point R. X is south of P. (RBI Ass Mains 2020) 
Q14. What is the direction of point W with respect to point Q? 
(a) South-east 
(b) North 
(c) North-west 
(d) South-west 
(e) None of these 
Q15. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way and so form a group. Find 
the one who does not belong to that group? 
(a) T-X 
(b) Q-R 
(c) P-U 
(d) W-Q 
(e) P-W 
Q16. If Point S is south of point Q and east of point T then, what is the shortest 
distance between point S and point W? 
(a) 15m 
(b) 23m 
(c) 30m 
(d) 38m 
(e) None of these 
 
Directions (1-3): 

A Y E L P R S 

1. Ans.(a) 

2. Ans.(a) 

3. Ans.(b) 

Directions (4-6): 
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4. Ans.(c) 
 
5. Ans.(c) 
 
6. Ans.(a) 
Direction (7-9): 
 
 

  
7. Ans. (e) 
8. Ans. (b) 
9. Ans. (c) 
 
Directions (10-13): 
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10.Ans.(e) 

11.Ans.(c) 

12.Ans.(b) 

13.Ans.(e) 

Direction (14-16): 

  
14. Ans. (a) 
15. Ans (d) 
16. Ans. (c) 
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Sol.  
 
 

Chapter 3: Alphanumeric series 
 

Directions (1-3): Study the following alphanumeric series carefully and answer the 
questions given below: (IBPS Clerk Mains 2017) 
 
7    A    6   P   &   R   $   4   Y   Q   %   T   @   3   9   S    I    O   9   9   J    L   E   U   *   K   #   3  

STEP I- The letters which are immediately preceded and immediately followed by a symbol 

are arranged in the end of the series in the alphabetical order. (They are arranged just after 

3)  

STEP II- The numbers which are immediately preceded by the letter and immediately 

followed by the Symbol are arranged between 9 and S in the increasing order. 

STEP III- The numbers which are immediately followed by letter are interchanged its 

position with respect to the element just after it. 

(STEP II is applied after STEP I and STEP III is applied after STEP II) 

 

1. How many letters are arranged at the end of the series in the step-1? 

(a) one  

(b) Three 

(c) Four  

(d) Five  

(e) More than five 

 

2. Which among the following are the elements of the series which are second position 

from the left end and fifth position from the right end in step-III? 

(a) 63 

(b) 7# 

(c) P# 

(d) AK 

(e) 6# 

3. How many symbols are immediately followed by numbers in step-III? 
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(a) one  

(b) Three 

(c) Four  

(d) Five  

(e) Two 
 

Directions (4-6): Study the following alphanumeric series carefully and answer the 
questions given below: (IBPS Clerk Mains 2017) 
 

12AIFR                       42 WBOL             63EOCN              15TVMR                 75GYTR 

 

4. How many meaningful words can be formed from the letters of the words which are 

attached with the numbers in which At least one digit is even digit in the given 

alphanumeric series? 

(a) one  

(b) two 

(c) three  

(d)four  

(e) More than four 

 

5. The words are arranged according to the descending order of the numbers which are 

attached to them from left to right, then how many alphabets are between the letters of 

second letter from the left end and seventh letter from the right end? 

(a) one  

(b) two 

(c) three  

(d)four  

(e) More than five 

 

6. The letters which are attached with the numbers in which at least one is odd digit are 

arranged according to the ascending orders of their numbers from left to right and then all 

letters of the words together are arranged in the alphabetical order, then which of the 

following is the 9th letter from the right end? (IBPS Clerk Mains 2018) 

(a) M 

(b) O 

(c) N 

(d) R 

(e) None of these 
 

7. In a certain code, numbers from (0-9) are coded as four alphabets i.e. ‘0389’ is coded as 
‘AACD’ , ‘146’ coded as ‘ABA’ , then how is ‘ 257’ coded? (IBPS Clerk Mains 2018) 
(a) CBA 
(b) CDA 
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(c) BAC 
(d) AAD 
(e) BCB  
 
8. If all the letters of each given words are arranged in alphabetical order within the words, 
then in how many words third and fifth letter remains on the same position as earlier? 
I. MBEKTYD 
II. GPNAQUS 
III. XCJRHO 
(a) Only I 
(b) Only I and II 
(c) All I, II and III 
(d) Only II 
(e)  None 
 

Direction (9-11): Study the following information carefully and answer the 

given questions. 

Q E U * K $ 4 Y 7 A 6 P & R # 3 % T @ 3 1 5 S I O 9 9 J L 

 

STEP I- The letters which are immediately preceded and immediately followed by a 

symbol are 

arranged between 1 and 5 in the reverse alphabetical order.  

STEP II- The number immediately followed by the letter are arranged in the end of 

the series in ascending order. 

STEP III- The letter which are immediately followed by number are interchanged its 

position with each other. 

(STEP II is applied after STEP I and STEP III is applied after STEP II) (SBI Clerk 

Mains 2020) 

 

Q9. Which of the following element is 4th to the right of 9th from the left end in step-

2? 

(a) %  

(b) 3  

(c) T  

(d) None of these 

(e) @  

Q10. Which among the following are the elements of the series which are eleven 

position from the left end and fifth position from the right end respectively in step-

III? 

(a) 34 

(b) #L 
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(c) PJ 

(d) A5 

(e) #6 

Q11. How many symbols are immediately followed by numbers in step-III? 

(a) one 

(b) Three 

(c) Four 

(d) Five 

(e) Two 
Directions (1-3): 

1. Ans.(b) 

2. Ans.(b) 

3. Ans.(a) 
 

Directions (4-6): 

4. Ans.(b) There are Five meaningful words- Fair, Bowl, Blow, Cone, Once 

5. Ans.(b) 

6. Ans.(c) 
7. Ans.(e) 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
A A B A B C A B C D 
 
8. Ans.(d) 
 I. MBEKTYD - BDEKMTY 
II. GPNAQUS - AGNPQSU 
III. XCJRHO – CHJORX 
Direction (9-11): 

Q E U * K $ 4 Y 7 A 6 P & R # 3 % T @ 3 1 5 S I O 9 9 J L 

STEP I- Q E U * $ 4 Y 7 A 6 P & # 3 % @ 3 1 T R K 5 S I O 9 9 J L 

STEP II- Q E U * $ Y A P & # 3 % @ 3 T R K S I O 9 J L 1 4 5 6 7 9 

STEP III- Q E U * $ Y A P & # 3 % @ 3 T R K S I 9 O J 1 L 4 5 6 7 9 

9. Ans. (e) 

10. Ans. (a) 

11. Ans. (e),  #3, @3 

Chapter 4: Blood Relation 
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Direction (1-3): In the following questions, the symbols &, @, *, $, % and © are used 
with the following meanings as illustrated below. Study the following information 
and answer the given questions: 
P@Q- P is the child of Q 
P©Q- P is the parent of Q 
P%Q- P is father-in-law of Q 
P&Q- P is brother-in-law of Q 
P$Q- P is brother of Q 
P*Q- P is wife of Q 
Q1. If the expression ‘A%D©E@G$H’ is true, then how H is related to E? 
(a) Uncle 
(b) Brother 
(c)Aunt 
(d)Grandmother 
(e)Can’t be determine 
2. If the expression ‘F@M&S$R©T$F’ is true, then which of the following is true? 
(a) M is mother of T 
(b) R is brother of S 
(c) S is uncle of T 
(d) R is husband of M 
(e) All are true 
Q3. Which of the following expression shows ‘F is aunt of H’? 
(a) E ©H@C%F@G 
(b) E©H@C$F*G 
(c) F©E*C@H$G 
(d) G$H@C*F&E 
(e)None of these 
Solution (1-3): 
1. Ans.(e) 
 

 
2. Ans.(c) 
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Q3. Ans.(b) 

 
Direction (4-6): Study the following information carefully and answer the 
given questions. 
Seven members are living in the family of three generations. Q is the only daughter 
of P. L is the spouse of Q. R is the father of Q. O is the only niece of G, who is a sister 
of L. M is the sibling of O. There are only three male members in the family. (RBI 
Ass. Mains 2020) 
Q4. How is P related to O? 

(a) Mother 
(b) Father-in-law 
(c) Mother-in-law 
(d) Grandmother  
(e) Can’t be determined 

Q5. If F is the brother of R then, how is F related to Q? 

(a) Uncle 
(b) Niece 
(c) Aunt 
(d) Nephew  
(e) None of these 

Q6. How is L related to R? 

(a) Son 
(b) Father-in-law 
(c) Son-in-law 
(d) Mother-in-law 
(e) None of these 

Direction (4-6): 

 
4 Ans. (d)  
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5. Ans. (a) 

.  

 

6. Ans. (c) 
 

Q7 In each of the numbers given below numbered as I, II and III, find pair of 

numbers (both forward and backward) which have as many numbers between them 

as there are in the number series then find which of the following numbers I, II and 

III has the highest number of these pairs? .   (IBPS Clerk Mains 2020) 

I. 2387465193   

II. 189264573   

III. 485274753 

(a) Only II 

(b) Only I 

(c) Only III 

(d) Both II and III 

(e) Both I and II 

 

7. Ans. (a)  

Sol.  
 

 

Chapter 5: Input- Output  

Directions (1-3): Study the following information and answer the questions given 
below:  
There is four triangles given in question on which we apply some operation individually on 
each triangle and then convert it into solution. We have to answer the questions from the 
triangle which comes after the operation applied on the given triangle. (IBPS Clerk Mains 
2017) 
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For example- 

 
(1)For triangle 1- if the total letter between given two letters in the triangle 1 is less than 
three then change each letter to previous letter according to English alphabetical series 
(2)For triangle 2- if the difference between given two digit is less than 5 then change the 
each digit to previous digit. 
(3)For triangle 3- if the total letters between given two letters is more than 5 then change 
the each letter to previous letter according to English alphabetical series. 
(4)For triangle 4-  if the difference between given two digits is more than 2 then change 
each digits to previous digit. 
Note- If the above condition are not applied then we write the digit and letter as it is 
in solution part. 
Based on the above example solve the given question. 

 
 

1. How many meaningful words are formed by letter combining from triangle 1 and 
triangle 3? 
 (a) None 
 (b) Two 
 (c)  Three 
 (d) One 
 (e) Four 
 
2. What is the sum of each digits which is obtained in triangle 2 and triangle 4? 
 (a) 17 
 (b) 18 
 (c) 19 
 (d) 20 
 (e) 16 
 
3. Which of the following letter is obtained in triangle 3? 
 (a) d,f 
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 (b)t,c 
 (c) d,t 
 (d) d,v 
 (e) t,b 
Directions (4-6): A word and number arrangement machine when given an input line 
of words and numbers rearranges them following a particular rule in each step. The 
following is an illustration of input and rearrangement. (IBPS Clerk Mains 2017) 
 
Input- acon 82 43 exam 16 acer loge 77 rope 22 
Step I – care 82 acon 43 exam 16 loge 77 rope 22 
Step II- cano 77 care 82 43 exam 16 loge  rope 22 
Step III- emax 43 cano 77 care 82 16 loge rope 22 
Step IV- lego 22 emax 43 cano 77 care  82 16 rope  
Step V-  rpeo 16 lego 22 emax  43 cano 77 care 82  
Input- 54 roll 39 back 87 25 cash seat 46 beat 
 
4. In which of the following step 25 and seat are placed immediately? 
(a)Step-III 
(b)Step-IV 
(c)Step-III and Step-IV 
(d)Step II 
(e)None of these 
 
5. How many elements are there between 54 and 39 in step-II? 
(a)One 
(b)Two 
(c)Three 
(d)Four 
(e)None of these 
 
6. Which elements are there between chsa and 54 in step-IV? 
(a) 46, abck 
(b) eata,46 
(c) 87,25 
(d)rllo,seat 
(e)None of these 
 

Directions (7-9): Study the following information carefully to answer the given 
questions:  
A word and number arrangement machine when given an input line of words and numbers 
rearranges them following a particular rule. The following is an illustration of input and 
rearrangement. (IBPS Clerk Mains 2018) 
 
INPUT—2538    5628    8516     7524     6325    2645 
STEP I-    2358     2568    1568      2457      2356     2456 
STEP II- 1568     2356     2358      2456      2457     2568 
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STEP III-   56          35          35        45           45         56 
STEP IV-  11             8             8          9           9           11 
Step IV is the last step of the rearrangement. As per the rules followed in the above steps, 
find out in each of the following questions the appropriate steps for the given input. 
 
Input: 3846   9213    8273    7341    5218   3285     6925    4758   
 
7. What will the addition of the numbers which is second, forth, sixth and eight from the left 
end in step IV? 
(a) 32  
(b) 23  
(c) 38 
(d) 40  
(e) None of these  
 
8. Which of the following would be the difference of the numbers which is 2nd from left end 
in step I and forth from right end in Step II? 
(a) 1138    
(b) 1287 
(c) 1139    
(d) 2125 
(e) None of these  
 
9. Which of the following element will be 3rd  to the left of 7th  from the left end in step III?  
(a) 34 
(b) 37 
(c) 25   
(d) 35 
(e) None of these   
 
Directions (10-14): Study the following information carefully to answer the given 
questions. 
A number arrangement machine when given an input line of numbers rearranges them 
following a particular rule in each step. The following is an illustration of input and 
rearrangement.  (SBI Clerk Mains 2018) 
 
Input: 95  11  76  21  89  42  64  31      
Step I:   02  76  21  89  42  64  31  04 
Step II:  03  02  76  42  64  31  04  01 
Step III: 04  03  02  42  64   04  01 01 
Step IV: 06  04  03  02  04  01  01  02 
Step IV, is the last step.  

Input: 75  12  10  94  84  32  63  42  54  22 

 

10. How many steps are required to complete the given arrangement? 
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(a) III 

(b) V 

(c) IV 

(d) VI 

(e) None of these  

 

11. How many elements are there between ‘03’ and ‘42’ in step-II? 

(a) Two 

(b) One  

(c) Three 

(d) Four 

(e) None of these 

 

12. Which number would be at the fourth position from the left end in the last step of the 

output ? 

(a) 04 

(b) 05 

(c) 64 

(d) 02 

(e) None of these 

 

13. What is the sum of the third element from the left in step II and 2nd from the right in the 

last step? 

(a) 78 

(b) 76 

(c) 65 

(d) 83 

(e) None of these 

 

14. What is the difference between the third element from the right in step IV and the 

fourth element from the left in step III? 

(a) 21 

(b) 24 

(c) 28  

(d) 19 

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (15-19): A word and number arrangement machine when given an 
input line of words and numbers rearranges them following a particular rule. The 
following is an illustration of input and rearrangement.  
Input:   6712     8521      4596      4876       9384    
Step I- 1258      1267       3489     4569      4678 
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Step II- BCFI      BCGH     DEIJ      EFGJ   EGHI 
Step III- %11     %10         %14         $15        $14 
Step IV- TWO    ONE     FIVE     SIX    FIVE       
Step IV is the last step of the rearrangement. As per the rules followed in the above 
steps, find out in each of the following questions the appropriate steps for the given 
input. 
 
Input:  1763     6948       3541     8214      2946   
 
Q15. What is the last letter of the word which is third from the right end in step II? 
(a) J 
(b) H 
(c) I 
(d) F 
(e) None of these 
 
Q16. What is the multiplication of the number which is second from the left end and 
the number which is second from the right end in step III? 
(a) 96 
(b) 84 
(c) 104 
(d) 100 
(e) None of these 
 
Q17. Which of the following word is third from the left in step IV? 
(a) SIX 
(b) FIVE 
(c) TEN 
(d) EIGHT 
(e) None of these 
 
Q18. What is the sum of the number which is second from the left in step I and the 
number which is third from the left (only number) in step III? 
(a) 1355 
(b) 2470 
(c) 1377 
(d) 1250 
(e) None of these 
 
Q19. How many words are starting with vowel in step II? 
(a) Four 
(b) Three 
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(c) Two 
(d) One 
(e) None  
 
Directions (20-24): A word and number arrangement machine when given an 
input line of words and numbers rearranges them following a particular rule in each 
step. The following is an illustration of an input and rearrangement. (SBI Clerk 
Mains 2020) 
 
Input:  notice 65 other 92 under 46 direct 71 allow 21 service 88 
Step I: allow notice 65 other 92 under 46 direct 71 service 88 22 
Step II: other allow notice 92 under 46 direct 71 service 88 22 66 
Step III: under other allow notice 92 46 direct service 88 22 66 72 
Step IV: direct under other allow notice 92 service 88 22 66 72 45 
Step V: notice direct under other allow 92 service 22 66 72 45 87 
Step VI: service notice direct under other allow 22 66 72 45 87 91 
And Step VI is the last step of the rearrangement of the above input. 
 
As per the rules followed in the above steps, find out in each of the following 
questions the appropriate step for the given input. 
 
Input:  public 86 interest 95 exit 67 such 43 upper 64 large 18 
 
Q20. In which step the elements ‘86 such 64’ found in the same order? 
(a) Step IV 
(b) Step II 
(c) Step III 
(d) Step V 
(e) Both (a) and (c) 
 
Q21. In step III, which of the following word/number would be at 4th to the left of 
the element which is 5th from the right end? 
(a) exit  
(b) such  
(c) public  
(d) 86  
(e) 64 
 
Q22. How many steps required completing the above arrangement? 
(a) Three 
(b) Four 
(c) Six 
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(d) Seven 
(e) Five 
 
Q23. Which of the following is the penultimate step? 
(a)  public large upper interest exit such 86 44 68 96 19 65 
(b) large upper interest exit public 86 such 64 44 68 96 19 
(c) large upper interest such 64 44  exit public 86 68 96 19 
(d) public large upper interest exit 86 such 44 68 96 17 63 
(e) None of these 
 
Q24. In step VI, ‘public’ is related to ‘63’ and ‘upper’ is related to ‘96’. In the same 
way ‘exit’ is related to? 
(a) 44 
(b) 85 
(c) 63 
(d) 17  
(e) None of these  
 

Directions (1-3): 

 
1. Ans.(c) 

2. Ans.(b) 

3. Ans.(c) 

 

Directions (4-6): 
 In this new pattern coding decoding question only one word and one number is arranged 
in each step. 
 Let us understand the logic behind it- In each step the words and numbers are arranged 
from the left end.  
For words- The word which comes first according to alphabetical series is arranged first 
and different arrangement is used in different step. 
Step 1 and 2- first and second letter are interchanged and third and fourth letter are 
interchanged 
Step 3 and 4- second and fourth letter are interchanged and rests are same. 
Step 5- First letter is unchanged, second letter is shifted to fourth place, third letter is 
shifted to second place, fourth letter is shifted to third place. 
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For numbers- Numbers start arranging as the highest number is arranged in 1st step then 
second highest number in second step and so on from left end after each word. And in the 
final step all the numbers are arranged in increasing order from left end. 
 
Input- 54 roll 39 back 87 25 cash seat 46 beat 
Step I- abkc 87 54 roll 39 25 cash seat 46 beat 
Step II- eata 54 abkc 87 roll 39 25 cash seat 46  
Step III- chsa 46 eata 54 abkc 87 roll 39 25 seat  
Step IV- rllo 39 chsa 46 eata 54 abkc 87 25 seat 
Step V-  sate 25 rllo 39 chsa 46 eata 54 abkc 87  
 
4. Ans.(c) 
5. Ans.(c) 
6. Ans.(b) 
 

Directions (7-9): 
In the given Input-Output question the logic is— 
For step I- All the digits of the given numbers are arranged in ascending order within the 
numbers. 
For Step II- All the numbers obtained in step I are arranged in ascending order from the left 
end. 
For Step III- First and last digits of the numbers are omitted. 
For step IV- The digits of the numbers obtained in step III are added. 
INPUT— 3846   9213    8273    7341    5218    3285    6925    4758 
STEP I-     3468   1239     2378     1347     1258     2358    2569     4578          
STEP II-   1239    1258     1347     2358     2378     2569    3468     4578        
STEP III-    23         25          34          35          37          56          46          57 
STEP IV-     5            7             7            8           10           11          10          12  
 
7. Ans. (c) 
8. Ans. (c) 
9. Ans. (d) 
 
Directions (10-14): 
 
Logic: In the given Input-Output the numbers are arranged from both the ends 
simultaneously. In first step- Lowest number is arranged from the left end and highest 
number is arranged from the right end. In second step- 2nd lowest number is arranged from 
the left end and 2nd highest number is arranged from the right end and so on... Also while 
arranging the numbers, the numbers which are arranged from left end are replaced by the 
addition of the digits of that number whereas the numbers which are arranged from the 
right end are replaced by the difference of the digits of that number.   
 
Input: 75  12  10  94  84  32  63  42  54  22 
Step I:  01  75  12  84  32  63  42  54  22   05 
Step II: 03  01  75  32  63  42  54  22   05  04   
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Step III: 04  03  01  32  63  42  54  05  04  02 
Step IV: 05  04  03  01  42  54  05  04  02  03 
Step V:  06   05  04  03  01   05  04  02  03  01 
 
10.Ans(b) 

11.Ans(d) 

12.Ans(e) 

13.Ans(a) 

14.Ans(c) 

Directions (15-19): 
Logic: 
Step I-   First, arrange the digits within the numbers in ascending order and then 
arranged the numbers thus formed in ascending order. 
Step II- Add 1 to each digit within the number and then write letters corresponding 
to each digits 
Step III- For symbol= if the word starts with a consonant then use %, if the word 
starts with a vowel use $ 
For numbers= Addition of the place value of the first and the last letter in the given 
words 
Step IV- After elimination of the symbols. The digit sum of the number obtained in 
the previous step is written in words.       
 
Input:  1763     6948       3541     8214      2946   
Step I- 1248       1345       1367       2469       4689 
Step II- BCEI      BDEF      BDGH       CEGJ        EGIJ 
Step III-%11      %8        %10        %13         $15 
Step IV- TWO     EIGHT   ONE     FOUR     SIX    
 
15. Ans.(b) 
16. Ans.(c) 
17. Ans.(e) 
18. Ans.(a) 
19. Ans.(d) 
 
Directions (20-24): 
When we see each step, then we can find that there is both number and words are 
arranged in each step. In each step one word and one number are arranged. By 
following logic- 
Word:  In each step first, we arrange the word that have first letter vowel according 
to alphabetic series from left end then we arrange the word that have first letter 
consonant from left end according to alphabetic series.   
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Number:  Numbers are arranged according to following condition. In first step 
lowest odd number arranges first to right end. And this process is continued in 
further step until all the odd number is arranged. Then lowest even number is to be 
arranged. And this process is continued in further step until all the even number are 
arranged (Each odd number is added by one (+1) while they are arranged and each 
even number is subtracted by one (-1) while they are arranged). 
 
Input:  public 86 interest 95 exit 67 such 43 upper 64 large 18 
Step I: exit public 86 interest 95 67 such upper 64 large 18 44 
Step II: interest exit public 86 95 such upper 64 large 18 44 68 
Step III: upper interest exit public 86 such 64 large 18 44 68 96 
Step IV: large upper interest exit public 86 such 64 44 68 96 17 
Step V: public large upper interest exit 86 such 44 68 96 17 63 
Step VI: such public large upper interest exit 44 68 96 17 63 85 
And Step VI is the last step of the rearrangement of the above input. 
 
20. Ans(e) 
21. Ans(c) 
22. Ans(c) 
23. Ans(d) 
24. Ans(a) 
 

Chapter 6: Coding – Decoding  

Direction (1-3): There are two rows given and to find out the resultant of a particular 

row we need to follow the following steps: - (IBPS Clerk Mains 2017) 

Step 1: If an even number is followed by an odd (prime) number then the resultant will be 

the addition of both the numbers. 

Step 2: If an odd number is followed by a perfect square then the resultant will be the 

difference of the square number and the odd number. 

Step 3: If an odd number is followed by another odd number (but not a perfect square) 

then the resultant will be the addition of both the numbers. 

Step 4: If an even number is followed by an odd (non-prime) number then the resultant will 

be the difference of the odd number and the even number. 

Step 5: If an odd number is followed by an even number then the resultant comes by 

multiplying the numbers. 

1. Find the sum of two rows 

        6             5           2 

       11           4            3 

(a) 38 

(b) 32 

(c) 42 
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(d) 57 

(e) None of the above 

2. If the sum of the resultants of two rows is 44. Then find the value of X. 

        14             7            5 

        12            X           6  

(a) 3 

(b) 9 

(c) 2 

(d) 5 

(e)None of the above 

3. Find the difference between the resultant of first and second row. 

          7            4             8 

          11         9             13 

(a) 2 

(b) 3 

(c) 8 

(d) 9 

(e)None of the above 

 

Directions (4-8): In each of the following below is given a group of letters followed by four 
combinations of digits/symbols numbered (a), (b), (c) and (d). You have to find out which 
of the combinations correctly represents the group of letters based on the following coding 
system and mark the number of that combination as the answer. If none of the four 
combinations correctly represents the group of letters, mark (e), i.e. ‘None of these’, as the 
answer-\ 
Note: More than one condition may apply. (IBPS Clerk Mains 2018) 
 
 
Letter R G F A P Q U M E I B J S O L 

Digit/ 

Symbol 

# 2 7 µ % 3 & 9 1 @ 5 © 6 8 $ 

 
Conditions: 
(i) If first letter is vowel and last letter is consonant then both are coded with the code of 
the consonant. 
(ii) If both the 2nd and the last letter is vowel, then their codes are to be interchanged. 
(iii) If the second letter is a consonant and the 2nd last letter is a vowel, both are to be coded 
as the code for the vowel. 
(iv) If both 1st and fifth letter is consonant then both are coded as the code of third letter. 
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(v) If only one condition is applied among the above given, then the code of first letter is 
interchanged with code of second letter and third letter code interchanged with 4th letter 
and so on after that applied condition. 
 
4. AMGFIS 
(a) 6@27@4   
(b) 6@27@6 
(c) 6@27#6   
(d) 6@2@76 
(e) None of these 
 
5. PUGRLE 
(a) 2122#&   
(b) 221#2& 
(c) 212#&2   
(d) 212#2& 
(e) None of these 
 
6. UAIMUI 
(a) @&9@µ&   
(b) @&@9µ& 
(c) @9&@µ&   
(d) @&99µ& 
(e) None of these 
 
7. MJGLBF 
(a) ©2$227    
(b) ©$2272 
(c) ©$2227   
(d) ©2$2$2 
(e) None of these 
 
8. GFPQMB 
(a) %7%3%5   
(b) 27%395 
(c) 7%3%5%     
(d) %7%395 
(e) None of these 
 

Direction (9-13): Study the following information and answer the given questions: 
In alphabetical series each consonant is assigned a different number from 1-7 (for ex- B is 
coded as 1, C-2……….J-7)and again those numbers get repeated(for ex- K-1, L-2…….so on). 
 
Besides the above information, following operations are to be applied for coding the words 
given in the questions below. (SBI Clerk Mains 2018) 
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Each letters of the given questions will be coded as per the given conditions: 

 

I. Vowels appearing before ‘M’ in the Alphabetical series will be coded as ‘**’.  

II. Vowels appearing after ‘M’ in the alphabetical series will be coded as ‘$$’.  

III. Number preceded by vowel will be coded as ‘#1’.  

IV. No. followed by vowel will be coded as ‘@#’. 

 

9. What will possibly be the code for ‘NORMAL’?  

(a) ‘#1$$@##2**@# 

(b) ‘#1$$@##1**@# 

(c) ‘#3$$@##1**@# 

(d) ‘#1$#@##1**@# 

(e) None of these  

 

10. What will possibly be the code for ‘EMBARKS’? 

(a) **@##1**@#12 

(b) **@##1**@#31 

(c) **@##1**@#41 

(d) **@##1**@#11 

(e) None of these 

 

11. What will possibly be the code for ‘SMITTLE’? 

(a) 1#1**@#2#1** 

(b) 1#1**@#2#11* 

(c) 1#1**@#2#1*1 

(d) 2#1**@#2#1** 

(e) None of these 

 

12. What will possibly be the code of ‘ANNUAL’?  

(a) **@##1$$**@# 

(b) *1@##1$$**@# 

(c) **##@1$$**@# 

(d) *2@##1$$**@# 

(e) None of these 

 

13. What is the code for ‘PROM’?  

(a) 5#1$$@# 

(b) 2#1$$@# 

(c) 4#1$$@# 

(d) 6#1$$@# 

(e) None of these 
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Directions (14-16): Study the information carefully answers the questions given 
below. 
α means either hour hand or minute hand is at 8 
∞ means either hour hand or minute hand is at 11 
® means either hour hand or minute hand is at 6 
 £ means either hour hand or minute hand is at 9 
Å means either hour hand or minute hand is at 2 
µ means either hour hand or minute hand is at 5 
Note: if two symbols are given than by default second symbol is consider as minute hand 
and first symbol is considered as hour hand. And all time are considered at pm. (SBI Clerk 
Mains 2018) 
 
14. If a man leaves from GIP to WOW at ®Å. Usually he takes 20 min to reach WOW, but 
that time he reaches 15 min later, then at what time he will reach WOW? 
(a) ∞® 
(b) ®∞ 
(c) ®£ 
(d) ®®  
(e) None of these 
 
15. A person takes 40 minutes to reach airport from his office and he has to catch airplane 
that is scheduled to depart at ‘£µ’ so at what time should he leave from his office for the 
airport to arrive at the airport at 20 minutes earlier? 
(a) µÅ  
(b) ®∞ 
(c) Åµ 
(d) αµ  
(e) None of these 
 
16. If a man leaves from his home to office at ‘£∞’ and he takes 2hr to reach his office, at 
what time he will reach to office? 
(a) µ£ 
(b) ∞Å 
(c) ∞∞  
(d) Can’t be determined 
(e) None of these 
 
Directions (16-20): Answer these questions based on the following information. 
In a certain code: (RBI Ass. Mains 2020) 
“awards schemes quality business” is coded as - “rp yz ko zn” 
“business economy country summits” is coded as - “fm rq ko rk” 
“agriculture ground curriculum quality schemes” is coded as - “nc zn rp rx un” 
“summits curriculum country” is coded as - “rq nc fm” 
 
Q16. What will be the code for “country”? 
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(a) ko 
(b) fm 
(c) rp 
(d) rq 
(e) either fm or rq 
 
Q17. If “Financial country” is coded as “rq wf” then, what will be the code for 
“summits here”? 
(a) un dl 
(b) rq rp 
(c) fm dl 
(d) nc fm 
(e) fm yz 
 
Q18.Which among the following word is coded as “un rp”? 
(a)agriculture quality 
(b)ground quality 
(c)schemes agriculture 
(d) can’t be determined  
(e) ground schemes 
 
Q19.What may be the code for “schemes water business”? 
(a) un rk fm 
(b) ko ch un 
(c) ch ko rt 
(d) nc rp yz 
(e) None of these 
 
Q20. What may be the code for “economy curriculum”? 
(a) nc rk  
(b) ko rp  
(c) ch ko  
(d) nc rp  
(e) None of these 
 

Directions (21-25): In each of the questions given below, a group of digits/letter is 

given followed by four combinations of symbols numbered (a), (b), (c) and (d). You 

have to find out which of the four combinations correctly represents the group of 

digits/letters based on the symbol codes and the conditions given below. If none of 

the four combinations represents the group of digits/letters correctly, give (e) i.e. 

‘None of these’ as the answer. 
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Digit/ 

letters 

B U 2 3 Y M 7 D 5 P 9 X 4 S 

Symbol ® £ µ ∞ ≠ © @ # $ & ^ * % + 

 

Condition for coding the group of elements:  

(i) If the first letter is Consonant and the last digit is perfect square, then both are to 

be coded as ^.  

(ii) If the first digit is an odd number and the last letter is consonant, then both are 

to be coded by the code of the last element.  

(iii) If the first letter is Vowel and the last element is a digit, then the code of first 

and last elements are to be interchanged. 

(iv) If the first digit and the last digit are even number, then the obtained code will 

be written in reversed order. (SBI Clerk Mains 2020) 

 

Q21. What is the code for “XBU7PS4”? 

(a) #^£&+®% 

(b) *®£@+&% 

(c) ^®£@+&%^ 

(d) ^®£@&+^ 

(e) None of these 

 

Q22. What is the code for “3PUM79”? 

(a) @®∞≠*@ 

(b) ∞&£©@^ 

(c) ^@∞ *@ 

(d) ^®∞ *® 

(e) None of these 

 

Q23. What is the code for “UMBS92”? 

(a) £%@$ ∞ 

(b) ∞%$@≠£ 

(c) µ©®+^ £ 

(d) ∞% $@£ 

(e) None of these 

 

Q24. What is the code for “24PM7U4”? 
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(a) %£@©&% µ 

(b) µ%©#∞®% 

(c) µ©#∞®%@ 

(d) µ@®∞#©% 

(e) None of these 

 

Q25. What is the code for “5PX49Y”? 

(a) ≠&*%^≠ 

(b) @&£%^≠ 

(c) ≠&% ^@  

(d) ©&£^%© 

(e) None of these 
 
 
Directions (1-3): 

1. Ans.(b) Even number is followed by an odd prime number so =6+5= 11 

Then 1 row -      11   2 

Odd number is followed by an even number so = 11*2=22 (resultant of first row) 

In row 2 Odd number is followed by a perfect square so =11-4 =7 

Then 2 row-      7   3 

Odd number is followed by an odd number so = 7 +3 = 10(resultant of second row) 

So, the sum of both row = 22 + 10 = 32 

 

2. Ans.(b); Even number is followed by an prime odd number so =14+ 7 = 21 

The row is      21    5 

Odd number is followed by an another odd number so =21 +5 = 26(resultant of 1 row) 

The resultant of the rows is 44 so the sum of second row= 44- 26 = 18 

Even number is followed by X and X is followed by 6  

 When X = 9, then this condition can be satisfied. 

 

3. Ans.(d); Odd number is followed by a perfect square so =7- 4= 3 

Odd number is followed by an even number so = 3 *8 = 24(resultant of 1st row) 

Odd number is followed by a perfect square so =11- 9 = 2 

Even number is followed by an odd prime number so = 2 +13 =15(resultant of 2nd row) 

So, the difference is = 24 – 15 = 9 

 

Directions (4-8): 
4. Ans(b) 
Condition (i) and (iii) is applied = AMGFIS = ‘6@27@6’.  
 
5. Ans(d) 
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Condition (ii) and (iv) is applied = PUGRLE = ‘212#2&’. 
 
6. Ans(a) 
Condition (ii) and (v) is applied = UAIMUI = ‘@&9@µ&’. 
 
7. Ans(e) 
Condition (iv) and (v) is applied = MJGLBF = ‘©2$272’. 
 
8. Ans(c) 
Condition (iv) and (v) is applied = GFPQMB = ‘7%3%5%’. 
 

Direction (9-13):  

 Logic- The different number codes for all the consonant as per the given condition are, 

 

  
 

Step 1: The consonants of the word ‘NORMAL’ are to be coded as the number allotted to 

the consonant: 

 

 
 

Step 2: The numbers immediately preceded and followed by the vowels are to be coded as 

per the given conditions;  

So, the code for consonant for word ‘NORMAL’ is coded as ‘4O73(M)A2’, numbers 4 and 7 

is immediately preceded and followed respectively by ‘O’ so, ‘4’ is coded as ‘#1’ and ‘7’ is 

coded as ‘@#’. Similarly, ‘3’ and ‘2’ is immediately preceded and followed respectively by 

‘A’ so, ‘3’ is coded as ‘#1’ and ‘2’ is coded as ‘@#’.        
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Step 3: Now the vowels are to be coded as per the given conditions, as ‘O’ comes after ‘M’ in 

the alphabetical series so ‘O’ is coded as ‘$$’ and ‘A’ comes before ‘M’ in the alphabetical 

series so, ‘A’ is to be coded as ‘**’.  

 

 
 

So, the final code for the word ‘NORMAL’ is ‘#1$$@##1**@#’.   

 

9.Ans(b) 

Therefore, the code for the word ‘NORMAL’ is ‘#1$$@##1**@#’.   

 

10.Ans(d) 

Step 1: The consonants of the word ‘EMBARKS’ are to be coded as the number allotted to 

the consonant: 

 

 
 

Step 2: The numbers immediately preceded and followed by the vowels are to be coded as 

per the given conditions;  

So, the code for consonant for word ‘EMBARKS’ is coded as ‘E3(M)1A711’, number ‘3’ is 

followed by vowel so the code for ‘3’ is ‘@#’ and numbers ‘1’ and ‘7’ is immediately 

preceded and followed respectively by ‘A’ so, ‘1’ is coded as ‘#1’ and ‘7’ is coded as ‘@#’. 

But the numeric code of ‘K’ and ‘S’ is ‘1’ is neither followed by nor preceded by any vowel. 

Hence, there code will remain the same. 

        

 
 

Step 3: Now the vowels are to be coded as per the given conditions, as ‘E’ comes before ‘M’ 

in the alphabetical series so ‘E’ is coded as ‘**’ and ‘A’ comes before ‘M’ in the alphabetical 

series so, ‘A’ is to be coded as ‘**’.  
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So, the final code for the word ‘EMBARKS’ is ‘**@##1**@#11’.   

 

 

11.Ans(a) 

 The code for ‘’SMITTLE’ is ‘1#1**@#2#1**’. 

 

 
 

12.Ans(a) 

The code for ‘ANNUAL’ is ‘**@##1$$**@#’. 

 

 
 

13.Ans(a) 

 
 
Directions (14-16): 
14. Ans.(c) 
A man leave GIP at ‘®Å’ means 6.10, he takes 20 min to reach WOW but he reaches 15 min 
late means he reach Wow at 6.45 means ‘®£’. 
 
15. Ans.(d) 
Sol. Airplane departure time is ‘£µ’ means 9.25, A person want to reach airport 20 minute 
earlier means he want to reach airport at 9.05, and he takes 40 minutes to reach airport 
means he should leave office 8.25 means ‘αµ’. 
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16. Ans.(c) 
Sol. A man leave his home at ‘£∞’ means 9.55, and he takes 2 hours to reach office from his 
home that means he reaches office at 11.55 means ‘∞∞’. 
 
Direction (16-20): 
Sol.  

Word Code 

Agriculture/ground Un/rx 

Economy Rk 

Summits/country Fm/rq 

Curriculum Nc 

Schemes/quality Rp/zn 

Business ko 

Awards yz 

 
16. Ans. (e) 
17. Ans. (c) 
18. Ans. (d) 
19. Ans. (e) 
20. Ans. (a) 
Directions (21-25): 
21. Ans.(d) 
Sol. By using condition (i) the code of XBU7PS4 will be ^®£@&+^. 
 
22. Ans.(b) 
Sol. The code of 3PUM79 will be ∞&£©@^. No condition is applied. 
 
23. Ans.(c) 
Sol. By using condition (iii) the code of UMBS92 will be µ©®≠^ £  
 
24. Ans.(a) 
Sol. By using condition (iv) the code of 24PM7U4 will be %£@©&% µ 

 
25. Ans.(a) 
Sol. By using condition (ii) the code of 5PX49Y will be ≠&*%^≠. 
 
 

Chapter 7: Logical Reasoning  

Directions (1-2): In each question below is given a statement followed by two 
assumptions numbered I and II. An assumption is something supposed or taken for 
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granted. You have to consider the statement and the following assumption and decide 
which of the assumption is implicit in the statement. . (IBPS Clerk Mains 2017) 
 

Give answer 
(a) If only assumption I is implicit 
(b) If only assumption II is implicit 
(c) If either I or II is implicit 
(d) If neither I nor II is implicit 
(e) If both I and II are implicit 
 
 
1. Statement: Government should deploy army to rehabilitate the people displaced due to 
earthquake.  
Assumptions 
I. Army can be used for purposes other than war also.  
II. Only army can rehabilitate the displaced victims of earthquake. 
 
2. Statement: A Government advertisement in public interest- “For a child’s better mental 
health, admit him/her to a school only after five years of age.”  
Assumptions 
I. A child cannot learn before he/she turns five. 
II. Some school admit children who are below five years of age. 
 
Directions (3-4): In each question below, are given a statement followed by two courses of 
action numbered I and II. On the basis of the information given in the statement, you have 
to assume everything in the statement to be true, and then decide which of the suggested 
courses of action logically follow(s) for pursuing. (IBPS Clerk Mains 2017) 
Give answer: 
(a) if only I follows. 
(b) if only II follows.  
(c) if either I or II follows. 
(d) if neither I nor II follows.  
(e) if both I and II follow. 
 
3. Statement: A number  of school children in the local schools have fallen ill after the 
consumption of their subsidized tiffin provided by the school authority. 
Course of action 
I. The tiffin facility of all schools should be discontinued with immediate effect.  
II. The government should implement a system to certify the quality of tiffin provided by 
the school. 
 
4. Statement: A huge rally will be organized by the people in the locality, on a religious 
occasion and the police was informed accordingly. 
Course of action 
I. Adequate police force should be deployed to oversee the procession of the rally. 
II. Vehicles on the road should be advised a diversion to avoid traffic congestion. 
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5. Statement: A slump in home sales has pushed builders’ inventory to “unsustainable 

levels” in the National Capital Region of Delhi, creating conditions for a real price 

correction that developers have so far avoided. (IBPS Clerk Mains 2017) 

Which of the following statements is inferred on  the basis of the given statement? 

(a) Demand for houses is quite low in most of the big cities.  

(b) The high inventory level will hamper the ability of launching new projects by the 

builders.   

(c) Builders in the market who have shown a good track record of delivering on time 

and on their promises, have been able to garner sales even in this slow market.  

(d) Unless this unsold stock gets absorbed, it will be difficult for consumer confidence 

to come back in this market.  

(e) High prices have pushed most of the on-sale apartments beyond the reach of 

average home buyers.  

 

6. Statement: Next time, when you lose your baggage or meet with an accident while 

travelling by train, you need not run from pillar to post and wait for years before the 

cheque lands at your door. (IBPS Clerk Mains 2017) 

Which of the following can be inferred from the given information? (An inference is 

something that is not directly stated but can be inferred from the given information.) 

(a) There will be quick settlement of claims into the customer’s account.  

(b) All travellers’ details will be linked with Aadhaar card.  

(c) The loss will be covered by any insurance company through railways.    

(d) There will be direct settlement of claim by the IRCTC.  

(e) None of these  

 

Directions (7-8): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions 

given below. (IBPS Clerk Mains 2018) 
 
The principal of St. Mary school organized extra classes for week students of X class and the 
concerned teachers are getting paid extra amount for the classes. But the average salary of 
teachers more or less remains the same.   
7. Which of the following can be assumed from the given statement? 
(I) The students of class X of school Y will score more marks than students of St. Mary 
school.  
(II) Students of class X are not serious about exams. 
(III) Extra classes arranged by the principal for students of class X will help the students to 
score well in exams.  
(a) Both I and II 
(b) Both II and III 
(c) Only II 
(d) Only III 
(e)  None of these 
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8. What can be the reason behind the average of the salary remain same of teachers? 
I. Student of class X attend the extra class two or three days in a week although the teachers 
provide the class regularly. 
II. Teachers started taking more holidays after the commencement of the extra classes. 
III. Teachers are already working overtime for checking and preparing homework for 
students on daily basis.    
(a) Both I and II 
(b) Both II and III 
(c) Only II 
(d) Only III 
(e)  None of these 
 

9.Statement-The Union health ministry has made Aadhaar a compulsory document 

for tuberculosis patients to be able to avail treatment under the government's Revised 

National Tuberculosis Control Programme (RNTCP). (IBPS Clerk Mains 2018) 

 
 (I)A person cannot take treatment of TB without Aadhar card. 
(II)Patients suffering from TB will be unable to get benefits under a central government 
scheme till they produce their Aadhaar card. 
(III)An individual eligible to receive the benefit under the scheme, is hereby, required to 
furnish proof of possession of Aadhaar number or undergo Aadhaar authentication. 
(IV)The World Health Organisation(WHO) recently said that tuberculosis epidemic in India 
was "larger" than what had been previously estimated. 
 
Which of the following could be the inference of the given statement? 
(a)Only II  
(b)Only I and III 
(c)Only II and III 
(d)Only I 
(e)None of these 
 
    
10. Statement-The Captain Amarinder Singh-led government in Punjab has announced free 

education for girls in government schools and colleges from Nursery to PhD. (IBPS Clerk 

Mains 2018) 

 
(I)Good social welfare law. It is initially for girls as they are comparatively disadvantaged. 
Hopefully it will soon be followed by free education for everyone. 
(II)It is gender biased as if a poor or average person wants to educate his son for higher 
education he has to pay higher bills .If you are introducing a law / scheme / bills under no 
circumstance it should not favour any particular gender, if they are really concerned about 
education. 
(III)Do not differentiate a poor or average person on gender. A poor boy or man should also 
get free education as well. 
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Which of the following argument holds strong for the given statement? 
(a)Only II  
(b)Only III 
(c)Only II and III 
(d)Only I and II 
(e)All of the above 
 
Directions 11: Each question given below consists of a statement, followed by two 

arguments numbered I and II. You have to decide which of the arguments is a ‘strong’ 

argument and which is a ‘weak’ argument. Give answer- (SBI Clerk Mains 2018) 

(a) If only argument I is strong 

(b) If only argument II is strong 

(c) If either I or II is strong 

(d) If neither I nor II is strong  

(e) If both I and II are strong 

11. Statement: Should all the unauthorized structures in the city be demolished?  

Arguments:  

I. No. Where will the people residing in such houses live?  

II. Yes. This will give a clear message to general public and they will refrain from 

constructing unauthorized buildings.  

 
Directions (12): In question below is given a statement followed by two assumptions 
numbered I and II. An assumption is something supposed or taken for granted. You have to 
consider the statement and the following assumptions and decide which of the 
assumptions is implicit in the statement.  (SBI Clerk Mains 2018) 
Give answer-  
(a) If only assumption I is implicit 
(b) If only assumption II is implicit  
(c) If either I or II is implicit 
(d) If neither I nor II is implicit 
(e) If both I and II are implicit 
12. Statement: “I would like to study the impact of pay revision on job satisfaction of 
employees.” — A tells B. 
Assumptions:  
I. Job satisfaction can be measured. 
II. A has necessary competence to undertake such study. 
 
Q13. Statement: In order to counter fake, substandard and expired drugs, the 
Union Health Ministry has said Hindi and regional language will be used in the 
tendering process. “Drug names and expiry date during tendering will be in 
Hindi/regional language too for — polio drop and Iron tablets — procured 
for children under the government programmes,” said a senior Indian health official. 
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Which of the following can be assumed from the given statement? (IBPS Clerk 

Mains 2020) 

(I) Polio drop and Iron tablets are the only drugs which requires to be used the 
regional language during the tendering process.  
(II) A large amount of people are more comfortable with Hindi or their regional 
language.  
(III) Language barrier is the major cause of the problem of fake or expired drugs as 
it drag the customers away from getting the required information.  
(IV) As mostly drug producing companies are based in foreign countries, they 
preferred English language to examine and give recommendations to streamline the 
labelling requirements of drugs so as to provide the requisite information to the 
consumer.  
(a) Only I and IV are implicit 
(b) Only III is implicit 
(c) Only III and II are implicit 
(d) All are implicit 
(e) Only I, II and III are implicit 
 
Q14. Statement: In our hospitalization policy, you can include your spouse, 
dependent children, parents and parents-¬in law. Including senior citizens in your 
policy gets you additional tax benefits- An Advertisement issued by a popular Health 
Insurance Company A.  
Which of the following can be inferred from the given statement? (IBPS Clerk 

Mains 2020) 

(a) Rival Company B does not include the family members in their healthcare 
policies.  
(b) Company A is more popular than the others as only company A provide 
additional tax benefits in their hospitalization policy. 
(c) Inclusion of family members and the additional tax benefits in hospitalization 
policy may attract more number of people to get health insurance from company A.  
(d) If the senior members are not included one is not eligible to get the tax benefits 
in Insurance policies.  
(e) Company A provide more benefits and attractive offers under its healthcare 
policies to customers than company B.  
 

 
Q15. Statement: Unless parents are in a high paying job or have an established 

business running, aspiring for their children to study in international schools may 

be an uphill task. Now, that essentially means saving up simultaneously for 

education and wedding and, of course, fervently hoping some money will last for 

your retirement after all this! .( IBPS Clerk Mains 2020) 
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Which of the following statement strengthen the given statement? 
(a) Avoid prioritising saving for wedding over saving for education. 
(b) Taking a loan for an Ivy League school where you know you will get a job is very 
different from sending your child abroad for the sake of a ‘foreign’ degree. 
(c) Very important, you cannot entirely kill your retirement plan. 
(d) The actual way to meet most of the expenses if your child wishes to study abroad 
is to start saving 
early and save right. 
(e) Unless you have a basket of some risky market linked investments with some 
fixed income products, there is no way you will be able to save for education abroad.    
 
Q16. Statement: Saving the diversity and abundance of life on the earth may cost 
$100 billion a year, say scientists who have proposed a policy to prevent another 
mass extinction event on the planet. Scientists now estimate that society must 
urgently come to grips this coming decade to stop the very first humanmade 
biodiversity catastrophe. “The Global Deal for Nature (GDN) is a timebound, 
science-based plan to save the diversity and abundance of life on Earth. 
Which of the following can be assumed from the given statement? .( IBPS Clerk 

Mains 2020) 

(a) The policy’s mission is to save the diversity and abundance of life on the earth — 
for the price tag of $100 billion a year. 
(b) Companion pact Societal investment in the GDN plan would, for the first time, 
integrate and implement climate and nature deals on a global scale to avoid human 
upheaval and biodiversity loss. 
(c) The international team of GDN scientists believe a companion pact similar to 
Paris Climate Agreement is desperately needed to implement the very first global 
nature conservation plan to meet these challenges. 
(d) Achieving the milestones and targets of the Global Deal for Nature is the best gift 
we can offer to 
future generations.  
(e) The essence of implementing the plan is to set up protected areas of land as 
Artificial ecosystems. 
 
Q17. Statement: IT major Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) has partnered with the 

Department of Posts to modernize the delivery of mail and packages, enhance 

customer experience, and launch innovative services that will drive new revenues. .( 

IBPS Clerk Mains 2020) 

Which of the following may be the cause behind the new venture of TCS with DOP? 
(a)The integrated solution is built to cater to the department’s immense scale and 
future needs. 
(b)This involved deploying an integrated ERP solution that caters to mail 
operations. 
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(c)TCS connects its network of more than 1,50,000 post offices, making this the 
largest distributed e-postal network in the world.  
(d)It supports the HR needs of over 5 lakh employees, services over 40,000 
concurrent users, and processes over 3 million postal transactions a day. 
(e) TCS has implemented its Point-of-Sale solution across 24,000 post offices with 
over 80,000 PoS terminals. 
 
Q18. Statement: Police have rescued 216 human trafficking victims, mainly 
children, from forced labor and prostitution in a major operation in Benin and 
Nigeria.  
(I) Mostly children fall into the hands of traffickers in their own countries and 
abroad. 
(II) Mainly Benin and Nigeria witnessed the problem of human trafficking.  
(III) Almost every country in the world is affected by trafficking, whether as a 
country of origin, transit or destination for victims.   
Which of the following can be inferred from the given statement? .( IBPS Clerk 

Mains 2020) 

(a) Only I and II are implicit 
(b) Only III is implicit 
(c) Only III and II are implicit 
(d) All are implicit 
(e) None is implicit 
 

Q19. Statement: Ghana launched a fleet of drones to carry medical supplies to 

remote areas, with President Nana AkufoAddo declaring it would become the 

“world’s largest drone delivery service”. The craft are part of an ambitious plan to 

leapfrog problems of medical access in a country with poor roads. .( IBPS Clerk 

Mains 2020) 

Which of the following can be deduced from the given statement? 
(I) Drones supply medicines faster than the vehicles by road to the remotest areas.  
(II) On road supply of medicines are much cheaper than the supply of medicines by 
drones.  
(III) Other countries also following Ghana to provide medical services to its people 
across the country.  
(a) Only I and II are implicit 
(b) Only III is implicit 
(c) Only III and II are implicit 
(d) All are implicit 
(e) None is implicit 
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Q20. World’s forests are ‘in emergency room’. Study shows that the world lost 12 
million hectares of tropical tree cover last year — the equivalent of 30 football 
pitches a minute — researchers said on Thursday, warning the planet’s health was 
at stake as we depend on forests for our survival from the air we breathe to the 
wood we use and so on. 
Which of the following may be the reason of the warning given in the statement? .( 

IBPS Clerk Mains 2020) 

(I)Forests and trees make vital contributions to both people and the planet, 
bolstering livelihoods, providing clean air and water, conserving biodiversity and 
responding to climate change. 
(II)How to increase agricultural production and improve food security without 
reducing forest area is one of the great challenges of our times.  
(III)There is quantitative evidence to show that forests are being managed more 
sustainably. 
(a) Only I is implicit 
(b) Only III is implicit 
(c) Only III and II are implicit 
(d) None is implicit 
(e) Only I, II and III are implicit 
 
 
 

Q21. Statement-The Union health ministry has made Aadhaar a compulsory 
document for tuberculosis patients to be able to avail treatment under the 
government's Revised National Tuberculosis Control Programme (RNTCP). (SBI 
Clerk Mains 2020) 
(I)A person cannot take treatment of TB without Aadhar card. 
(II)Patients suffering from TB will be unable to get cash benefits under a central 
government scheme till they produce their Aadhaar card. 
(III)An individual eligible to receive the benefit under the scheme, is hereby, 
required to furnish proof of possession of Aadhaar number or undergo Aadhaar 
authentication. 
(IV)The World Health Organisation(WHO) recently said that tuberculosis epidemic 
in India was "larger" than what had been previously estimated. 
 
Which of the following could be the outcome of the given statement? 
(a)Only II  
(b)Only I and III 
(c)Only II and III 
(d)Only I 
(e)None of these 
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Q22. Statement-The Captain Amarinder Singh-led government in Punjab has 
announced free education for girls in government schools and colleges from 
Nursery to PhD.  
(I)Good social welfare law. It is initially for girls as they are comparatively 
disadvantaged. Hopefully it will soon be followed by free education for everyone. 
(II)It is gender biased as if a poor or average person wants to educate his son for 
higher education, he has to pay higher bills. If, you are introducing a law / scheme / 
bills under no circumstance it should not favour any particular gender, if they are 
really concerned about education. 
(III)Do not differentiate a poor or average person on gender. A poor boy or man 
should also get free education as well. (SBI Clerk Mains 2020) 
 
Which of the following argument holds strong for the given statement? 
(a)Only II  
(b)Only III 
(c)Only II and III 
(d)Only I and II 
(e)All of the above 
 

Direction (23-24): In making decisions about important questions, it is desirable to 
be able to distinguish between ‘strong’ arguments and ‘weak’ arguments. 'Strong’ 
arguments are those which are important and directly related to the question. 
‘Weak’ arguments are those which are of minor importance and also may not be 
directly related to the question or may be related to a trivial aspect of the question. 
Each question below is followed by two arguments numbered as I and II. You have 
to decide which of the arguments a strong argument is and which a weak argument 
is. SBI Clerk Mains 2020) 
Give answer - 
(a) if only Argument I is strong  
(b) if only Argument II is strong  
(c) if either Argument I or II is strong  
(d) if neither Argument I nor II is strong  
(e) if both Argument I and II are strong  
 
Q23. Statement: Should the provision to dissolve the assembly prematurely be 
amended ?  
Arguments:  
I. Yes, on many occasions the provision has been used by ruling governments to 
fulfill their vested interests.  
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II. No, to fulfil the constitutional obligations and norms, it sometimes becomes the 
need of the hour to dissolve the assembly prematurely.  
 
Q24. Statement: Should only reputed NGO’s be authorized to distribute the 
commodities to the public under the programme of Public Distribution System 
(PDS)?  
Arguments:  
I. Yes, the move will be helpful to implement the programme more effectively and 
will keep a tab on various problems like black marketing of the commodities 
supplied under PDS.  
II. Yes, NGO’s have helped government on many occasions 
 
Q25. In the question below is given a statement followed by three courses of action 
numbered I, II, and III. A course of action is a step or administrative decision to be 
taken for improvement, follow up or further action in regard to the problem, policy 
etc. On the basis of the information given in the statement, you have to assume 
everything in the statement to be true, then decide which of the suggested courses 
of action logically follow (s) for pursuing.  SBI Clerk Mains 2020) 
Statement: Many school buses have fitted CNG Kit without obeying the safety 
guidelines properly. This results into some instances of these buses catching fire due 
to short circuit and endangering the lives of the school children.  
Courses of action:  
I. The regional transport authority should immediately carry out checks of all the 
school buses fitted with CNG Kit.  
II. The management of all the schools should stop hiring buses fitted with CNG Kit.  
III. The Government should issue a notification banning school buses for use of CNG 
Kit.  
(a) Only I follows 
(b) Only II follows  
(c) Only III follows  
(d) I and III follow 
(e) None of these  
 
Directions (1-2): 

1. Ans.(a) 
In the statement it is given that army should be deployed to rehabilitate the people 
displaced due to earthquake. It means that army can be used for purposes other than war 
also. So, assumption I is implicit. Assumption II is not implicit because the word ‘only’ is 
making it baseless as there may be some other measures which can rehabilitate the 
displaced victims of earthquake. 
 
2. Ans.(b) 
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A child can learn before he/she turns five. So, assumption I is not implicit. Some schools 
admit children who are below five years of age, so government gives that advertisement. 
So, assumption II is implicit. 
 
Directions (3-4): 
3. Ans.(b) 
Course of action I does not follows due to the words ‘all’ and ‘immediate’. Course of action II 
follows because a system should be implemented to certify the quality of tiffin provided by 
the school. 
 
4. Ans.(e) 
 Both the actions follow because adequate police force should be deployed and vehicles on 
the road should be advised a diversion to avoid traffic congestion. 
 
5. Ans.(e) 
Sol. (a) does not follow because the NCR phenomenon can’t be extrapolated to “most of the 
big cities”. b) and d) are probable consequences. c) shows us the other side. e) follows from 
the mention of “slump in home sales” and scope for “price correction”.  
 
6. Ans.(a) 
Sol. Note that the statement conveys to us that the delay in compensation is now a thing of 
the past. We can’t infer about the specifics- ‘insurance company’ in statement (c) and 
‘IRCTC’ in statement (d). 
 
7. Ans. (d) 
 Only Statement III is assumed from the given statement. As from given statement it can be 
assumed that the extra class will help the students to score well.  
 
8. Ans. (b) 
 Both II and III can be the reason for the average salary remain same. 

 
9. Ans.(c) 
In the above question we have to find the inference of the above statement. 
For I-This cannot be the inference because if a person does not have Aadhar, he/she will 
not get government help in treatment but can take treatment of TB without Aadhar. 
For II-This could be the inference as mentioned in the given statement that patients need 
Aadhar card to get benefits under government scheme. 
For III-This also could be the inference because it is clear from the given statement that to 
get benefits of the scheme verification of Aadhar will be required. 
For IV-This is not the inference of the given statement because this statement states that 
cases of TB patients increased in India now which is not directly related to the statement. 
 
10 Ans.(c) 
For I- This argument does not holds strong because this initiative is for girls to get 
benefited initially but it is not like that education will be free for everyone. 
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For II-This argument also holds strong because a law/scheme or bill should not be for any 
particular gender but it should be for the one who really need it. 
For III-This is also strong because gender should not be the criterion for the free education. 
It is the poor who should get the benefits. 
 
11. Ans.(b) 
The demolition of unauthorized buildings would teach a lesson to the unscrupulous 
builders and also serve as a warning for the citizens not to indulge in such activities in the 
future. This is essential, as unauthorized constructions impose undue burden on the city’s 
infrastructure. So, only argument II holds strong.  
 
12. Ans.(e) 
Clearly, A wishes to study the degree of effect of pay revision on job satisfaction of 
employees. This means that job satisfaction can be measured and A is capable of making 
such a study. So, both I and II are implicit. 

13. Ans.(c) 
Sol. I cannot be assumed from the given statement as it is given that the guidelines 
are to curb the problem of fake and expired drugs not only for Polio or Iron tablet. II 
and III can be assumed as the statement focus on the barrier of language which 
restrain people from getting required information. IV cannot be assumed as we do 
not have the required information regarding the origin of drug companies.   
 
14. Ans.(c) 
Sol. Only (c) can be inferred from the given statement as benefits of family members 
and tax are the exclusive features of Insurance policy of Company A so it may grab 
people attention. (a) and (e) can’t be inferred as enough information is not provided 
of Company B in the statement. (b) can’t be inferred as it is not stated that only 
Company A is providing additional tax benefits. (d) also can’t be inferred as the 
given statement states about additional tax benefits.    
 
 
15 .Ans.(d) 

Sol. Only (d) strengthen the given statement as the given statement states that 
without having enough salary or established business it will be difficult to make 
your children study in abroad. So statement (d) supports it as early and right saving 
is required to fulfill the dream of your children. (a), (c) are not directly related to the 
statement. Also (b) and (e) negates the statement.   
 
16. Ans.(e) 
Sol. Only (e) cannot be assumed from the given statement as the whole statement 
states about the saving of natural ecosystem but (e) is about protecting land for 
artificial ecosystem. Except (e) all the statement states about the importance and 
approach of GDN for conservation of ecosystem.   
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17 .Ans.(a) 
Sol. Only (a) can be the reason of this collaboration as this may fulfill the future 
needs and services of postal department. Except (a) all other states about the 
benefits and aspects of this new venture.  
 

18. Ans.(e) 
Sol. None of the statement can be inferred from the given statement as the 
statement states about an incident of Benin and Nigeria so nothing can be inferred 
about the problem of trafficking across the world, So (I) and (III) can’t be inferred. 
(II) also can’t be inferred as only one incident cannot describe the actual structure of 
the problem in a country.   
 
 
19. Ans.(e) 
Sol. None of the given statement can be deduced from the given statement as the 
statement states about the newly launched drone facility in Ghana to supply medical 
facility to the remote areas where the conditions of roads are not up to the mark, but 
it does not provide enough information about its faster delivery system or its high 
price range. Also, we do not have enough data regarding the other countries take on 
it.  
 
20. Ans. (a) 
Sol. Only (I) may be the reason as forest being the essential source of life so the 
warning is issued for its conservation. II shows the concern regarding the given 
statement but it is not the reason of the warning. Also, III contradicts the statement 
by stating that the forests are being managed more sustainably. 
 
 

21. Ans.(c) 

Sol. In the above question we have to find the result of the above statement. 

For I-This cannot be the result because if a person does not have Aadhar, he/she will 

not get government help in treatment but can take treatment of TB without Aadhar. 

For II-This could be the result as mentioned in the given statement that patients 

need Aadhar card to get benefits under government scheme. 

For III-This also could be the result because it is clear from the given statement that 

to get benefits of the scheme verification of Aadhar will be required. 
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For IV-This is not the result of the given statement because this statement states 

that cases of TB patients increased in India now which is not directly related to the 

statement. 

 

22. Ans.(c) 

Sol. For I- This argument does not holds strong because this initiative is for girls to 

get benefited initially but it is not like that education will make free for everyone. 

For II-This argument also holds strong because a law/scheme or bill should not be 

for any particular gender but it should be for the one who really need it. 

For III-This is also strong because gender should not be the criterion for the free 

education. It is the poor who should get the benefit 

Direction (23-24):  

23. Ans.(c)  
Sol. Either Argument I or II is strong because many times ruling government misuse 
it while sometimes dissolving the assembly becomes the need of the hour.  
 
24. Ans.(a)  
Sol. Argument I is strong because it will reduce the problem of black marketing of 
commodities supplied under PDS. Argument II is not strong because it is not directly 
related with the statement.  
 
25. Ans.(a)  

Sol.  Only Ist course of action seems to be appropriate because it is clearly 

mentioned, that buses which have fitted CNG Kit without obeying the safety 

guidelines met with short circuit resulting of catching fire. So, IInd and IIIrd courses of 

action are not appropriate. 
 

Chapter 8: Data Sufficiency 
 

 
Directions (1-3): Study the following information and answer the questions given 
below: (IBPS Clerk Mains 2017) 
 
1. Four friends are sitting around a circular table named M, N, O and P. Are they facing to 
the centre of table? If-  

   I. N is sitting second to the right of P. P is facing centre. O is sitting immediate right of 
N and P.  
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  II. M is sitting immediate left of N. O is not sitting immediate left of M. O is sitting 
immediate right of P.  
  III. P is sitting immediate of M and O. N is sitting immediate left of M. O is sitting 
immediate left of P. 

         (a) If the data in statement I and II are sufficient to answer the question, while the data 
in statement III are not sufficient to answer the question.  
        (b) If the data in statement II and III are sufficient to answer the question, while the 
data in statement I is not sufficient to answer the question.  
        (c) If the data in statement I alone or in the statement II alone or in the statement III 
alone is sufficient to answer the question.  
        (d) If the data in all the statement I, II and III are necessary to answer the question.  
        (e) If the data in statement I and III are sufficient to answer the question, while the data 
in statement II is not sufficient to answer the question.  
 
2. Six people A, B, C, D, E and F are living in six floor building each live in one of apartment 
of building. In building there are from I to VI floor. Ground floor is given number I, then II 
and so on. Who is living on Ground floor?  

I. In which floor C and B are living there is only one floor between them. A is living in 
even number floor.  
II. E is not living in even number floor. B is living in even number floor. B is not living in 
top floor.  
III. D is living in odd number floor. In which floor D and A are living, there are two 
between them. E is living immediate next to C from down. 
(a) If the data in statement I and II are sufficient to answer the question, while the data 
in statement III are not sufficient to answer the question.  

       (b) If the data in statement I and III are sufficient to answer the question, while the data 
in statement II is not sufficient to answer the question.  
       (c) If the data in statement II and III are sufficient to answer the question, while the 
data in statement I is not sufficient to answer the question.  
      (d) If the data in all the statement I, II and III are necessary to answer the question 
      (e) If the data in statement I alone or in the statement II alone or in the statement III 
alone is sufficient to answer the question.  
 
3. Who is youngest among six family members G, H, I, J, K and L? (Each member is of 
different ages.) 

I. G is the daughter-in-law of J, K is grandson of L, who is the father of H.   
       II. G is not youngest while L is the eldest.  
       III. H is the father of I, who is grandson of L. J is the wife of K’s son and I’s father 
   (a) If the data in statement I and II are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in 
statement III are not sufficient to answer the question.  
  (b) If the data in statement I alone or in the statement II alone or in the statement III alone 
is sufficient to answer the question. 
  (c) If the data in statement I and III are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in 
statement II is not sufficient to answer the question.  
  (d) If the data in statement II and III are sufficient to answer the question, while the data 
in statement I is not sufficient to answer the question.   
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  (e) If the data in all the statement I, II and III are necessary to answer the question 
 

Direction (4): The tuda company is the third largest producer of steel with 1.5 lakh employees. The 
company is going to start a new unit by hiring 35% of its current employees. After its 
commencement the company will become the largest steel producer with 32.5 billion turnover. : 
(IBPS Clerk Mains 2018) 
 
4. Which of the following can be inferred from the given statement? 
I. The app. turnover of new unit of tuda company will be 1.5 million. 
II. The company is required to hire 52000 employees. 
III. With 52500 new employees of the new unit, the company will be able to reach the 32.5 million 
turnover. 
IV. The turnover of the tuda company is now below 32.5 million.  
(a) Both I and II 
(b) Both II and III 
(c) Only IV 
(d) Only III 
(e) Both III and IV 
 

Directions (5-8): Each of the questions below consists of a question and two 
statements numbered I and II given below it. You have to decide whether the data 
provided in the statements are sufficient to answer the question. (RRB Clerk Mains 
2018) 
(a) If statements I alone is sufficient to answer the question, but statement II alone is not 
sufficient to answer the question.  
(b) If statement II alone is sufficient to answer the question, but statement I alone is not 
sufficient to answer the question. 
(c) If statement either I or II is sufficient to answer the question. 
(d) If both the statements I and II taken together are not sufficient to answer the questions. 
(e) If both the statements I and II taken together are sufficient to answer the questions.  
 
5. Five persons i.e. M, N, O, P and Q who all are of different heights who among the 
following is the shortest?  
I. N is shorter than only one person. O is taller than both P and Q. M is taller than P.  
II. Q is taller than only two persons. P is taller than N but shorter than O. N is not the 
shortest among all.  
 
6. Six persons i.e. A, B, C, D, E and F who sits in a row such that all are facing towards north. 
Who among the following sits at the right end at the row? 
I. A sits second to the right of B. Both A and B does not sit at the end of the row. Only one 
person sits between E and D.   
II. C and F are the immediate neighbour of each other. More than two persons sits between 
C and A. E is not the immediate neighbour of B.  
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7. Five persons i.e. U, V, W, X and Y lives in a multi storey building such that ground floor is 
numbered 1 and above it is number 2 and the top floor is numbered 5. Who among the 
following lives immediately above V? 
I. Only two person lives between V and X. Y does not live above V. Only one person lives 
between U and Y. X lives below U. V and Y does not lives on adjacent floors of each other.  
II. Only one person lives between W and Y. U and V lives on and adjacent floors. One person 
lives between X and V. Only one person lives between W and U. X lives below V. 
 
8. Six persons i.e. A, B, C, D, E,F sits around a circular table such that facing towards the 
centre. Who among the following sits second to the left of D?  
I. Only one  person sits between A and D. Only two persons sits between D and E. Only two 
persons sits between A and B. B and F are immediate neighbours. 
II. Only two person sits between D and A. E sits second to the right of C. Only one person 
sits between B and F.  
 

Directions (9-13): Each of the questions below consists of a question and two 

statements numbered I, and II given below it. You have to decide whether the data 

provided in the statements are sufficient to answer the question. Read all the 

statements and answer the following questions.( IBPS Clerk Mains 2020) 

(a) If the data in statement I alone are sufficient 
(b) If the data in statement II alone are sufficient 
(c) If the data either in statement I alone or statement II alone are sufficient to 
answer 
(d) If the data given in both I and II together are not sufficient 
(e) If the data in both the statements I and II together are necessary to answer 
 
Q9. Seven persons P, Q, R, S, T, U and V are living on different floors of seven storey 
building. Ground floor is numbered as 1st floor and just above the floor is numbered 
as 2nd floor and so on till the topmost floor is numbered as 7th floor. How many 
persons live between U and V? 
Statement I: At least one person lives between Q and U. No one lives between S and 
T.  
Statement II: P lives just above T and just below U. Q lives just above R. V lives just 
below S.  
 
Q10. Five persons like different colour. Who among the following likes White? 
Statement I: M neither like Pink nor Green. N neither like Pink nor blue. Both Q and 
P are not like Blue and Pink. 
Statement II: P neither like Red nor Blue. Q does not like Green. O neither like Red 
nor Green. Q does not like Red.  
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Q11. Eight persons A to H are sitting around a square table. Four of them sit at 
corner sides and rest four sit in the middle sides of the table. The ones who sit at 
corner side face inside while the ones who sit in the middle side face outside. Who 
among the following sits 3rd to the left of the one who E? 
Statement I: C sits 3rd to the left of B. A does not sit near B and G. D sits immediate 
right of F and does not sit at any corner side.   
Statement II: One person sits between A and C. H sits 2nd to the right of E. H does not 
face outside. 
 
Q12. In a certain code language. How is “Traffic” coded? 
Statement I: “Traffic light green road” is coded as “we dw ry qs” and “Green road 
become white” is coded as “qs ry mn tu”. 
Statement II: “Green white found light” is coded as “qs mn yu dw” and “Open traffic 
road green” is coded as “rs we rv qs”  
 
 
 
 
Q13. Six persons P, Q, W, X, Y and Z join gym classes on different days of a same 
week starting from Monday to Sunday but not necessarily in the same order. One 
day is holiday. Who among the following join gym on Wednesday?   
Statement I: Z join just before Y and just after W. X join just after P. One day is gap 
between joining of Q and P. Z joins after Thursday.   
Statement II: One person joins between P and Q, who join after P. The number of 
persons join gym between P and Q is same as the number of persons join gym 
between X and Z. Y joins after Z.  
 
Directions (14-17): Each of the questions below consists of a question and two 
statements numbered I, and II given below it. You have to decide whether the data 
provided in the statements are sufficient to answer the question. Read all the 
statements and answer the following questions. (RBI Ass Mains 2020) 
(a) If the data in statement I alone are sufficient 

(b) If the data in statement II alone are sufficient 

(c) If the data either in statement I alone or statement II alone are sufficient to 

answer 

(d) If the data given in both I and II together are not sufficient 

(e) If the data in both the statements I and II together are necessary to answer 
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Q14. Six persons P, Q, R, S, T and V were born in six months of the same year i.e. 

January, March, June, August, September and October but not necessarily in the 

same order. Who among the following was born just before T? 

Statement I: T was born in the month having of even number of days. Two persons 

were born between T and P. The number of persons born before P is same as the 

number of persons born after S. Two persons were born between S and R.  

Statement II: More than three persons were born between Q and R. One person was 

born between T and Q. One person was born between P and R. P was born before Q.  

 

Q15. Six persons are sitting in a row facing to the north. Who among the following 

sits 4th from the left end of the row? 

Statement I: One person sits between Q and C. B sits 3rd to the right of Q. C sits 3rd to 

the left of T. Both A and C are not an immediate neighbour to each other.  

Statement II: Three persons sit between Q and C. R sits immediate right of Q. C does 

not sit at any extreme ends of the row. Two persons sit between A and B.  

 

Q16. In a certain code language, the code “mr” stands for which of the following 

word? 

Statement I: “Olympic game year” is coded as “tq mr bh” and “gold medal in 

Olympic” is coded as “mr ct pr gl” 

Statement II: “the gold game in” is coded as “ct sq tq gl” and “Olympic gold medal” is 

coded as “pr mr ct” 

 

Q17. Ten persons are sitting in two parallel rows containing 5 persons in each row 
in such a way that there is an equal distance between adjacent persons. In the 1st 
row P, Q, R, S and T are sitting and all of them are facing south. In the 2nd row J, K, L, 
M and N are sitting and all of them are facing north but not necessarily in the same 
order. Who among the following faces to K? 
Statement I: P sits 3rd to the left of the one who faces to N. S faces to M and 
immediate neighbour of P. Q does not sit at any extreme ends of the row. L faces to 
the one who sits 2nd to the left of Q.  
Statement II: K sits 3rd to the left of J. One person sits between R and T. M faces to 
the one who sits 3rd to the left of R.  
 

Directions (18-20): Each of the questions below consists of a question and two 
statements numbered I, and II given below it. You have to decide whether the data 
provided in the statements are sufficient to answer the question. Read all the 
statements and answer the following questions. (SBI Clerk Mains 2020) 
(a) If the data in statement I alone are sufficient 
(b) If the data in statement II alone are sufficient 
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(c) If the data either in statement I alone or statement II alone are sufficient to 
answer 
(d) If the data given in both I and II together are not sufficient 
(e) If the data in both the statements I and II together are necessary to answer 
 
Q18. Seven family members are living in the family of three generations. In which 
only two married couples are in the family. The number of females is more to males 
in the family. Who among the following is the grandmother of S’s niece? 
Statements: I.  T is the son in law of Q. P is the mother of V who has one sibling. S is 
the daughter of U.  S is unmarried.  
II. Q has only two children of same gender. R is a male member in the family. P is not 
married with Q. U is not the mother of P.  
 

Q19. Rajesh goes from his house to his office. He goes 10m in the east direction from 

his house and reached at point Q. Find the direction of his office with respect to 

Point Q? 

Statements: I. From Point Q his goes to 5m north to reach point T and after that 
takes his right and goes 7m to reach point R. Finally, he takes another his right turn 
and goes 12m and reached his office.  
II. From Point Q he goes 12m south and reach at point V. Now he takes his left and 
goes 7m to reach point W. After that he takes his left and goes 5m to reach his office.  
 

Q20. Six persons M, N, O, P, Q and R takes their class from Monday to Saturday of the 

same week. No two persons takes their class on the same day. Who among the 

following takes his class just after P? 

Statements: I. Two persons takes their class between M and O. Q takes his class just 

after R.  

II. P does not take his class on Monday and Saturday. More than one person’s take 

class between O and Q.  
 
Directions (1-3): 

1. Ans.(c)  
I.  
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II.                                                                          

    
 
 
III. 

              
 

  
I, II or III statement alone are sufficient to conclude that M, N, O and P are all not 
facing to centre of table.  

 
2. Ans.(c)  
From II and III- 

6. A 
5. E 
4. C 
3. D 
2. B 
1. F 
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It is clear  that F is living on the Ground floor 

 
3. Ans.(d)   

  
From statements II and III, I is the youngest because G is not youngest. 
 
4. Ans. (e) 
. Both III and IV can be inferred from the given statement as it is clear that the turnover is below 
32.5 million currently and 35% of 1.5 lakh i.e. 52500 newly hired employee in new unit the 
turnover will reach to 32.5 million. 
Directions (26-29):  

5.Ans(b) 

 From I,  

 > N > > > & O > P/Q , M >P 

From II,  

O > P > Q > N > M  

6.Ans(e) 

From I and II, 

 

7.Ans(c) 

. From I,  

Floors Person 

5 V 

4 W 

3 U 

2 X 
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1 Y 

 

From II, 

Floors Person 

5 U 

4 V 

3 W 

2 X 

1 Y 

 

8.Ans(d) 

Sol. 

From I,  

 

 

From II, 

 

 

Directions (9-13): 

9. Ans. (d) 
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Sol. We can’t get the answer even after combined both the statements.   
 

10. Ans. (e) 
Sol. By combining the both we get to know, Q likes White.  

Persons Colour 

M Blue 

O Pink 

Q White 

N Red 

P Green 

 
11. Ans. (e) 
Sol. By combining the both I and II we know, A sits 3rd to the left of the one (F, who) 
faces E.  

  
12. Ans. (e) 
Sol. By combining the both I and II we know; Traffic is coded as “we”.  

Word Code 

Traffic We 

Light Dw 

Green Qs 

Road Rv 

White Mn 

Found Yu 

Open Rs 
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Become Tu 

 
13. Ans. (d) 
Sol. We can’t get the answer even combining the both I and II.   
 

 

Directions (14-17): 

14. Ans. (b) 

Sol. Only from II, we know P was born just before T.  

Months Persons 

January R 

March  

June P 

August T 

September  

October Q 

 

15. Ans. (d) 

Sol. By combining the both we can’t get the answer.  

 

16. Ans. (a) 

Sol. Only from I. we get “mr” is coded as “Olympic”.  

 

17. Ans. (d) 
Sol. Also, by combining the both I and II we can’t get the answer.  
 
 

Directions (18-20): 

18. Ans. (e) 

Sol. By combining the both I and II we get the answer. V is the niece of S. Q is the 

grandmother of V.  
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19. Ans. (c) 
Sol. From I.  

 
From II.  

 
 

20. Ans. (d) 

Sol. Also by combining the both we can’t get the answer.  

 

Chapter 9: Syllogism  

Directions (1-4): In each of the questions below are given three statements followed by 
three conclusions number I, II and III. You have to take the given statements to be true even 
if they seem to be at variance from commonly known facts. Read the entire conclusion and 
then decide which of the given conclusions logically follows from the given statements 
disregarding commonly known facts. (IBPS Clerk Mains 2017) 
 
1. Statements: All pigs are Zebra.  
                                   All Zebra are Rabbits.  
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                                   No Ant is are Pig. 
Conclusions: 
I.  Some rabbit is Ant. 
II. Some Zebra are Ant is a possibility. 
III. Some Ant are Pig. 
(a) Only I follows  
(b) Only II follows 
(c) Only III follows  
(d) All follow   
(e) None of these 
 
2. Statements: Some bat are pen.  
                                    Some pen are Shirt.  
                                     No shirt is Coat. 
Conclusions: 
I. Some Coat is Pen. 
II. Some Coat is shirt is a possibility. 
III. All pen can be Coat 
(a) None follows   
(b) only II follows 
(c) only III follows  
(d) only I follows 
(e) only either II or III follow 
 
3. Statements: All Men are Rock.  
                                 Some men are pearl. 
                                 No Rock is Angel. 
Conclusions: 
I. Some men are not Angel. 
II. All Pearl can be Angel is a possibility. 
III. Some Angel can be Pearl is a possibility. 
(a) only I and II follow   
(b) only I and III follow 
(c) only II and III follow  
(d) All I, II and III follow 
(e) None of these 
 
4. Statements: 

Some Z are X 
Some X are not U 
Some V are U 

Conclusions: 
I. All U can be X 
II. All V can never be Z 

            (a) Only I and II follow 
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(b) Only II follows  
(c) Only I follows  
(d) None follows  
(e) None of these  
 
 

Directions (5-7): In each of the questions below are given some statements followed by 
some conclusions. You have to take the given statements to be true even if they seem to be 
at variance with commonly known facts. Read all the conclusions and then decide which of 
the given conclusions logically follows from the given statements, disregarding commonly 
known facts. Give answer 
(IBPS Clerk Mains 2018) 
 
5. Statements: Some tube are bulb. 
                                  All light are tube 
                                  All current are light. 
                                   
Conclusions:   
I. Some Current are  bulb 
II. Some light being bulb is a possibility. 
III. Some tube are not current. 
(a) Both I and III follows 
(b) either I or II follows 
(c) Only II follows 
(d) None follows 
(e) None of these 
 
6. Statements: Some file are copy 
                                  Some copy are eraser. 
                                  No Pen is file.  
Conclusions:  
I. Some file are eraser  
II. All pen can never be copy. 
III. No file is eraser 
(a) Only I follow 
(b) Only II follows 
(c) Only III follows 
(d) Either I or III follows 
(e) None of the above 
 
 
7. Statements: Some file are copy 
                                  Some copy are eraser. 
                                  No Pen is file.  
Conclusions:  
I. All copy can be pen. 
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II. Some copy can never be pen. 
III. Some eraser being pen is a possibility. 
(a) Only I follow 
(b) Only II follows 
(c) Only III follows 
(d) Only II and III follows 
(e) None of the above 

 
8. In each question below are given some statements followed by two conclusions numbered I and 
II. You have to take the given statements to be true even if they seem to be at variance with 
commonly known facts. Read all the conclusions and then decide which of the given conclusions 
logically follows from the given statements, disregarding commonly known facts. Give answer 
RRB Clerk 2018 
(a) If only conclusion I follows. 
(b) If only conclusion II follows. 
(c) If either conclusion I or II follows. 
(d) If neither conclusion I nor II follows. 
(e) If both conclusions I and II follow. 
. Statement: Some Doctor are Student. 
                             All Professor are Doctor. 
                             Some teacher are Scholar. 
  No Student are Scholar.   
 
Conclusion:  
I. Some Teacher are not student.   
II. All Doctor never be Scholar. 

 

Directions (1-4): 

1. Ans.(b) 

 
 

2. A 
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3. Ans.(b) 

 
 

4. Ans.(c) 

 
Directions (5-7): 
5. Ans(c) 
 

 
                          
6. Ans(d) 
 

 
                         
7. Ans(d) 

 
  

8. 
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